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AXTA FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA EE, N. M., MONDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1907.

VOL. 44.
LEGISLATURE

HI WORK

LEGISLATIVE

POINTERS.

CHICAGO

FEBRUARY TERM
SUPREME COURT

SUB

"You can search me what's in It,"
said a member of the Legislative AsTREASURY
sembly this morning when asked about
Introbill
Educational
recently
the
duced In the House, "I know it Is
proposed to let the Board of Education of the Territory appoint the
In adcounty school superintendents.
dition there are about fifty pages of
other matter relating to education. I
am a young man, so to speak, and
life's too short just now to wade
through that bill. However, I honestly expect to read It every word, at
CLEW
IS
mv earliest opportunity. It ought to NO
be interesting at the least."

Eleven Cases on Docket Two Reset
for August Session Full
Bench.

L

WIN

TELLS

RAILROAD SECRETS

NO. 5.
DO NOT WANT

FOREST RESERVES THAW CASE

Amendment to Agricultural
Appropriation Bill Prohibits Their Establishment in Certain States.

AGAIN

RESUMED

The Territorial Supreme Court conWashington, Feb. 25. Whei the
vened for the February
term this
Agricultural Appropriation Bill was
$175,-00- 0 morning at 10 o'clock in chambers at
taken up In the Senate today, the
the Capitol building. There were
Fulton amendment providing that no
present:
forest reserves shall
hereafter
be
Chief Justice William ,T. Mills, Ascreated or enlarged without the act of
sociate Justice John R. McFIe, AssoCongress In the states of Oregon,
ciate . Justice Frank W. Parker, AsWashington, Idaho, Montana, Colorasociate Justice William H.Pope, As
do and Wyoming, was adopted withsociate Justice Edward A. Mann, and
out debate.
ACTION
THIEVES Associate Justice Ira A. Abbott. Jose DENIES ANY
BILLS
SPECULATION
The amendment adding $1,000,000
READYJOR
D, Sena, clerk of the court, was at
to the appropriation bill for the Imhis post. The United States was repprovement of forest reserves waB also
resented by United States Attorney
to
adopted.
Fe
Be
In
Santa
the
to
arrivals
Yet
Measures
Authorities
Among
With
Railroad
Stock
Could
Held By Prosecutor as Club
Many
Working Dayand W. H. H. Llewellyn, and "Assistant
Tho amendment that hereafter the
day were several members of the med
D. J.
Clerical
District
States
United
Introduced Committees
Answer
Some
Not
on
Attorney
date
of
the
to Compel Witness to Tell
Night
Robbery
and
well
defined
inspection
have
canning
who
leal profession
must be placed on the label of all
Leahy. The Territory was representwhich
ertain
of
Ideas
they
Possible.
legislation
Error
Reports.
All She Knows.
Preparing
ed by Attorney General W. C. Reld.
meat products was agreed to.
are advocating for the benefit of the
M.
United
States
Marshal
Creighton
Senator Beverldge then offered his
"Pill Mixers." It is understood the
Both houses of the Legislative As- matter has been
New York, Feb. 25. The Investiga- amendment placing the cost of meat
New York, Feb. 25. Mrs. Evelyn
Chicago, Feb. 25. The Tribune to- Foraker was represented by his depuplaced almost entirely
tion of the financial operations of the Inspection upon the packers and took Nesblt Thaw was called to the stand
sembly were In session this afternoon. In the hands of a local physician who day says that one of the largest if not ty, H. F. Bogh.
Chief Justice Mills and Associate Hurrlman group through the Union the floor to address the Senate on its at the
The Council convened at 3:30 o'clock is
from the United
opening session of her husexpected to pilot the bills through the largest thefts
but the House began work a short both houses and past the private of States treasury has been unearthed in Justice Abbott reached tho city last Pacific Railroad, undertaken by the necessity.
band's murder trial and without a prehomes.
to
from
their
to
late
hour
the
the
Interstate Commerce Commission In
time before. Owing
respective
discovery night
Senator Warren gave notice that at liminary statement Jerome plunged
fice of the governor.
It Is also cur- Chicago. According
Associate Justice Parker arrived at behalf of the United States govern- the proper time he would make a Into his
of convening, the New Mexican will
Mrs.
rumored that the order has just made between $175,000 and
rently
Assonorm today from Las Cruccs.
was stolen from the
publish the full report of the sessions gone forth among "Bursum's tools" to
ment, was resumed at the federal point of order against this amendment. Thaw looked refreshed after three
In tomorrow's issue,
Senator Reveridge's amendment to days' respite and answered the first
see that no hindrance ( ?) is placed in in this city last week. The money ciate Justice Pope and Associate Jus- building today,
This promises to be the busiest the
tho bill placlg the cost of meat Inspec questions confidently.
To one mysteriously disappeared without leav tice Mann have been 'bore for some
Harrlman First Witness.
of this legislation.
way
week of the Assembly. There are a conversant with legislative matters, it ing the slightest trace as to where it time, the latter returning la4 week
Cross-FirE. 11. Hurrlman, president of the tion on the packers was later ruled
of Questions.
after presiding over the recent ses- Union Pacific Railroad
number of bills which were lir the now looks as though this desired legis- has gone.
was the first out on a point of order.
Jerome, as upon the previous day
sion of the district court of Torrance witness .called
hands of the committees last week, lation will be a matter for4 the conAuthorities Working on Robbery.
of his
and under the examinacontinued to
now reday for action.
There are a sideration of the Thirty-eightThe authorities here and In Wash County.
tion of Frank Kellogg he began his RELATED ADAMS'
Legls
Jump from point to point in the wiEleven cases are on the docket for
number of other bills ready to be in- lative Assembly unless in the Interim, ington have been working night and
tness's story.
Jerome continued to
explanation of the financial operations
troduced, among them being one by the physicans advocating the same, day on the robbery ever since Its dis the present term of court. Two of them or his company, commencing with the
STORY OF MURDER hold the menace of documentary eviNo.
the Medical Association of the Terricovery. The money was stolen either were reset for the August session,
Issue of one hundred millions of dol
dence before the witness in the form
change their minds.
relative to physicians' licenses.
a week ago last Saturday or last Mon 1173, United States of America, appel- lars' worth of convertible bonds In State Closes Its Case In Famous Idaho of affidavits from her mother. The
tory
'
The question of county division In
lant, vs. Benjamin H. Tallmadge, et 1901 for the purchase of stock In th
Trial Former State Officer Colowitness said she had often been to
It seems that there is quite a divers- day or Tuesday. The lossAllwas discov al.,
Torrauce and In San Miguel, Eddy and
on last Wednesday,
the money
ered
appellees, and No. 1015, United Southern Pacific and Northern Pacific
rado Told of Confession.
supper with George W. Lederer and
Bill
of
Council
opinion
ity
concerning
Mabevs.
Chaves counties, may also come
was In large bills of the denom States of America, appellee,
Jack Barrymore. She was confronted
Railways.
No. 53 relating to the practice of med- stolen
fore the branches of the Assembly for
one thousand, five thousand riano F. Sena, appellant.
Wallace, Ma., Feb. 25. The state in court by Dr. Carlton Flint, but deDenied Speculating in Securities,
icine In New Mexico.
The younger ination of
consideration.
and ten thousand dollars.
uamnian denied that he and his closed Its case against Steve Adams, nied positively that she had seen him
physicans and some of the newcomers
with the murder of Fred Ty- before or that she had gone to him
THE HOUSE.
Thought to be Error at First.
DOLLARS
associates had been speculating
MILLION
of the medical profession In the Sunin charged
It was first believed to bo an error
ler this morning, saving for the last with Jack Barrymore.
25th Day Afternoon Session.
securities.
Their
shine. Territory advocate the establishpurchases
FOR ENGLE DAM were a
Used Only Part of Money.
Pursuant to adjournment the House ment of rigid examination of appli in the bookkeeping, but on checking
of the proceeds hour's the testimony of Buckley Wells,
a
Justice Fitzgerald ruled out the
of their sales to the Northern Pacific the former adjutant general of the
met at 3 o'clock this afternoon cants for licenses to practice medicine up the shortage it was found to be
Two clerks are suspected of Immediately Available in Sundry Civil and Southern
Pacific and were not state of Colorado, who told of the con- question when Jerome asked Mrs.
Speaker Baca in the chair. The Chief In addition to the presentation of robbery.
Appropriation Bill Which Has
Clerk read the roll. Absent, Mr. Aid- - diplomas from recognized medical col the robbery, but nothing tangible has
made for the purpose of securing con- fession Adams made to him while Thaw If Stanford White had not urged
Passed House.
been found against them.
trol of tlie roads in question but to he was a prisoner en route from Boise, her to have Jack Barrymore arrested
rich, Mr. Lnecor, Mr. Martin and Mr. leges and universities.
Many of the
Admits Shortage,
Idaho, to Colorado in the custody of upon a charge of seduction.
Sanchez of San Miguel. The chaplain older physicians and practitioners who
Evelyn
improve their income.
When interviewed today in regard Special to The New Mexican.
Detective Thlele and Deputy Sheriff Thaw while telling of her trip to Euoffered the invocation. Upon motion have been in the Territory for years
Names of Brokers.
Wanted
much
25.
After
to the robbery of the local United
Feb.
Washington,
of Mr. Holt, seconded and carried, the do not like a number of the Ideas and
Attorney Millmrn, one of the conn Johnson. Wells testified that Adams rope said she used only some of
Bel- - debate the Sundry Civil Appropriation
letters of credit for her
sH for Harrlman interrupted Kellogg confessed that he had helped one White's
Journal was approved without reading, provisos In the bill and naturally there States treasury,
House late Saturday in an
A number of petitions and fourteen Is friction. When doctors disagree, denweck admitted that a theft of finally passed the
effort, to obtain from Harrlman Simpkins "bump off'' two men In the mother. Mrs. Nesbit got It all.
an appropriaThaw Said Money Was Poison.
the names of the individuals who sold northern part of Idaho who bad been
new bills were introduced. The House whose opinion shall be taken? There $175,000 had been perpetrated, but he night. This bill. carries
refused to go into details.
tion of $1,000,000 for the Elephant
in connection
Thaw
trouble
said the money was "poison."
giving
Simpkins
and
Alton
Railroad
to
stock
passed House Joint Resolution Num- are provisions n the bill which are
Chicago
Butte Dam project, or as it is better the
Sum Missing, $175,000.
with certain timber claims. He deber 7 for the payment of employes rather
Union Pacific Railroad.
and may prove danMllburn
in
New
"It is true that what I and other known, the En?le project,
and contingent expenses of the Legis gerous; a cursory reading shows that
claimed such a question was not with nied that any threat was made or any RAILROAD MAGNATE
to be
Mexico.
The appropriation is immed- In
lature.
The resolution appropriates there are many sections in the right government officials believe
the scope of the Interstate Com- Inducement offered to Adams to sesteal has been perpetrated in iately available. This will insure the merce Commission.
coufeBsion.
PREDICTS CALAMITY
$4,198. for the House, and $3,0Ci for direction and for the protection of the gigantic
The commission cure the
and the amount speedy completion of that vast Irriga- announced that
the Council. Mr. Hudspeth was the people. The subject matter of the bill the
would 'confer on
it
1
a
fertile
make
will
will
stolen
be $175,000. At tion project which
believe
Says Present Times Are Not Unlike
is very Important and should demand
the question of its powers and decide TROUT FOR THE
only one dissenting.
I cannot go into details as to valley of the southern part of NSw
Famous Greenback Days FolTHE COUNCIL.
this during the afternoon.
the most careful consideration of the present
upon'
what work we have done In the case Mexico from Engle, in Sierra County,
CHAMA RIVER
25th Day Afternoon Session.
lowing Civil War.
of Sale of Stock.
Ignorant
Assembly.
We discovered the shortage on last to the Texas border, furnishing water
The Council met this afternoon at
In the meantime the examination
of
of
thousands
subfor
the
the
books
when
of the
irrigation
Wednesday
New
3 o'clock, with all the members pres
25. President
Feb.
York,
Hooper Makes Application
of Harrlman as to the sale of the Major
treasury were balanced for the day acres of farming land.
William Truesdale of the Delaware,
ent. The Council was still In session ACCESSIBILITY OF
Through Delegate W. H.
& Alton stock proceeded. He
Chicago
There is a possibility that the shortAndrews.
Iackawana and Western Railroad in
when the New Mexican went to press
FRIJOLES CANON age
denied any knowledge of or participa
is due to an error in 'the Took- SANTA FE ELKS
a
published Interview today is quoted
and the proceedings of today's ses
tention in vibe sale of
million dollars
keeping but I am inclined to believe
Major S. K. Hooper, general pas- as saying that the campaign of
sion will be given in full tomorrow
bonds
& Al
of
tho
Santa Fe Photographer Takes Excep- that a
worth
of
Chicago
TO
ENTERTAIN
been
committed."
robbery has
against the railways of the
ton at ninety-sition to Recent Magazine Article
to the New York senger agent of ths Denver & Rio
Find Where Shortage Occurred.
Grande Railroad, has made applica- country Is having its origin in high
Life
it.
Insurance
Company.
Describing
BeUlenweck declared Will Give a Grand Ball at Palace
GIRL FOUGHT
'
tion to the Commissioner of Fisheries executive authority.
this afternoon that It had been definHotel on Evening of March 12
In Washington for trout and other
At the same time he says there Is a
WITH BURGLAR A well
Committees Appointed.
known writer In an article itely determined just where the shortANOTHER PENNSYLgame fish to stock the headwaters of spirit of unrest and distrust regardthe Chama River in Conejos County, ing general financial conditions and
published recently In one of the lead- age had occurred, but declined to say
of
Las
Woman
VANIA
WRECK
Nervy Younj
Vegas ing magazines of the country In de- where he had traced it.
Great preparations are being made
Arriba County, the unequalled continuation of our
Colorado, and Rio
PreWith
Intruder
and
Grappled
the cliff dwellings of Pajarlto
New Mexico.
by Santa Fe Lodge, No. 4110, 13. P. O.
The fish are to be great prosperity and that we are livscribing
vented Being Choked to Death.
Elks, for the grand ball to be held Railroad Officials Succeed in Suppres brought to Chama station on the road ing In a time of as great an inflation
Park, makes the statement that the U. S. SUPREME COURT
sing the Details of the
under its auspices at the Palace Hotel,
and placed in the river at that point as during the "greenback days" folpicturesque FrIJoIes Canon Is easily
RENDERS DECISIONS Tuesday evening, Maroh 12. A. L.
East Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 25.accessible by wagon.
and higher up. The application has lowing the Civil War,
Miss Marie Miller, a student at the
A. B. Craycraft, the photographer,
Morrison, Jr., has been selected as
been forwarded through Delegate W.
The prices of labor and comNew Mexico Normal University, had begs to differ, Mr. Craycraft has prob- In Several Important Cases Texas chairman of the entertainment comPittsburg, Feb. 25 The Philadel- H. Andrews who will see to It that modities cannot go on increasing
a desperate fight with a burglar on ably visited and studied the ancient
are as phia Express on the Pennsylvania Major Hopper's request is granted, without a day of readjustment, acmittee. The
Railroad Commission Wins
Railroad here yesterday ran Into For many years there was fine
follows:
Suit.
Saturday night at the home of E. I illff dwellings near Santa Fe more
fishing cording to Truesdale. While he beBrowne were she rooms. Miss Mil than any other one person of the presReception Committee N. L. Kins:, an open switch In tho .yards at Six- for trout and other game fish in the lieves there is some Justification for
ler was the only one In the house at ent day and he is thoroughly familiar
Washington, Feb. 25. In deciding chairman; Dr. J. A. Massie, A. It. teenth Street. Ambulances were hur- headwaters of the Chama and Brazos public hostility against the railroads,
the time, the members of the family with the surrounding country. He re- the case of the Texas Pacific Railroad Renehan, O. C. Watson, C. V. Safford, riedly summoned to the Union station, Rivers; of late fishing has not been yet he says the conditions
complained
The young turned only last night from a trip to Company vs. the Cotton Oil Mills at Arthur Seligman, G. W. Prltchard. but according to the railroad officials good as the streams have been near of are not so bad or so universal as
being at a dance.
woman was awakened about midnight that section embracing several days, Abilene and Cisco, Texas, favorably William Sargent, C. .W. Fairfield, and the hospital physicans, no one ly fished out. Their
restocking them Is claimed.
by a noise in her room and when she in company with J. B. HaywaTd, of to the railroad company, the Supreme Frank E. Nnding, Chas. Haspelmath. was Injured.
He thinks the tendency to go to the
will, therefore, prove good news to
One coach on the Philadelphia train
Floor Committee
Edward Ehle,
started to get up to ascertain what it Spirit Lake, Iowa.
Court of the United States today held
sportsmen and tourists generally, extreme will so check and Inpede the
was she was seized by the throat in
"The man who wrote that article that the common law right of an in chairman; J. W. Raynolds, U. H. was telescoped and two others de- General Passenger Agent Hooper, one operation of the railroads that it will
railed.
the darkness. She grappled with her never was In Frljole Canon," he de dividual to make compaint In courts Hanna, Dr. J. M. Diaz, W. E. Martin.
of the oldest and most successful and affect genjeral business.
Then all
It was learned at 11 o'clock last night most
assailant and in the struggle which clared in discussing the matter this against the railroads for a discrimina
Decoration Committee Frank Owen.
experienced railroad officials In will suffer together.
followed she was thrown to the floor. morning. "There are only three trails tion which existed before the enact- chairman; H. C; Hamill, A. J. Griffith, that five women passengers on the ex- the country has given great attention
press had been Injured. It is said to the subject of stocking the streams
However, she succeeded in shaking off leading Into the canon and not one ment of the Interstate Commerce Law V. K. Herdon, Jose D. Sena.
the man's grasp on her throat and her of them Is wide enough to permit the had been destroyed by that amend
A.
cuts and In southern Colorado and in northern SHOCKING TRAGEDY
J. they sustained serious
Refreshment
Committee
screams frightened away the intruder oassage of a wagon. The lower falls ment. The court therefore held that Fischer, chairman; T. P. Gable, Frank bruises. They were given medical at- New Mexico
CLAIMS THREE LIVES
along the line of his road
and brought neighbors to the scene. In the canon are at least one hundred the complaints must be made through Sturges, Carl Bishop, H. C. Yontz, S. tention and later continued on their and is succeeding admirably. Good
No trace of the burglar has been feet In height. There are two others the Interstate Commerce Commission G. Cartwright, Henry Krlck.
Journey West.
,
fishing can now be had in most of the In Denver Probably Double Murder
After making an unsuccessful effort streams there
found. Aside from a severe nervous farther up and It Is well nigh Impos and dismissed the case In question.
Music Committee A. L. Morrison.
and Suicide Father, Mother
during the season and
to secure a personal interview from
shock Miss Miller is none the worse sible to get beyond the fourth which
State Wins Case.
chairman; Americo Digneo. Julius
this attracts many sportsmen and
and Babe Were Victims.
the
officials
for her exciting experience.
the
L.
J.
In the case of the Gulf, Colorado
regarding
are fully 360 feet high.
wreck, the disciples of Isaac Walton to that sec
Sellgman. J. I). Lorenzo,
Associated
Press called up Superin- tion.
Messrs. Craycraft and Hayward and Santa Fe Railway vs. the Rail L. F. Montenie, J. A. Davis.
Denver, Colo., Feb. 25 The bodies
tendent Loug by telephone and was
slept two nights In one of the eavate road Commission of Texas, Involving
of Mrs. Benjamin C. Wright and her
FAIR WEATHER ON
informed that no information was
room was oval shaped, 13
rates, the Supreme
feet across state freight
three year old daughter were found
SHEEP ARE IN
DECK ONCE MORE side of a perpendicular cliff. The Court rendered a decision favorable FATAL SHOOTING
given to outsiders.
in their home today, while the unAT BOX SOCIAL
room was oval shaped, 13
feet across to the state.
PRIME CONDITION conscious form of the husband
Snow Fell Early Yesterday,
But at Its widest part and 17 feet long.
found ip another room. The police
NOTED MISSOURI
Melted Quickly On Wet
Posse In Pursuit of Julian Lopez Who
The measurement from floor to ceiling
E. M. Sandoval Makes En theories are that the tragedy was a
HUNDRED
TWO
Ground.
JURIST DEAD
Shot Harry Woods at Ketner,
was 8 feet. The doorway was 17
double murder and suicide, or a triple
couraglng Report Concerning
PERISH IN CYCLONE
inches wide and 50 inches high. There
MeKinley County.
suicide. There is, however, a bare
His County.
Judg Wtfford Passes Away at Kan
Fair weather tonight and Tuesday were two holes 10 by 12 inches cut in
chance that an accident caused the
sas City Injected Quaint Philowith warmer weather in east portion the outer wall for ventilation pur- Cablegram Says Southern Part of
E, M. Sandoval, of Cabezon, former three deaths. Some poison was used,
Ketner, N. M., Feb. 25. During a
sophy In His Decisions.
box social at the school house la this
tonight was the text of the forecast poses, and there was also a rough firePhilippine Islands Have Been
sheriff of Sandoval County and an ex- the police believe It was cyanide of
jt
cliff dwelling.
today of the local prophet. There was place in the
Greatly Damaged.
and well to do sheep raiser, potassium. Wright was connected
camp on last Friday night, two men
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 25. Judge perienced
a variety of weather on tap yesterday
Mr. Craycraft 'had his camera with
Is In town on a visit to his cousin, with the
named Chaves and Harrington beInternational
Correspond
W.
Wofford, noted for the quaint Hon. E. A. MIera and other relatives, ence Schools of Scranton,
which started out with snow In the him and secured a fine collection of
Madrid, Feb. 25. A cablegram has came Involved in a fist fight. During John
con- the excitement Julian Lopez, a disin- philosophy which he Injectel In his and to watch
morning and wound up with a beauti- photographs, different from any of the been received here from Manila
Legislative proceedings.
'
ful sunset In the evening.
many that he has already taken of this veying the news that the southern terested bystander drew a gun and incisions, die at his home in th's Mr. Sandoval states that there has
09
of
one
In
nity
of
6
the Philippine Islands have fired point blank at Harrington, but
today aped
years.
The temperature at
o'clock this wonderful and once populous region1.
portion
been some rain of late In western
been ravaged by a disastrous cyclone, the bullet missed its mark and hit his decisions Judge Wofford held that Sandoval County, but that the weath- WESTERN ROADS
morning was 28 degrees. The lowest
a
wife had a right to "go though er has been
that two hundred people have been Harry Woods, a lumberman employed
temperature during last night was 25 FIRE DESTROYS
MUST PAY TAXES
sufficiently moderate so
killed and that thousands have been In the camp. The bullet perforated her husband's pockets." He said that as not to injure the grass and make
degrees. The maximum temperature
THREE BUILDINGS rendered homeless.
his left lung and he will die from the when a woman married she acquired no Ice. Sheep are in prime condition United States Supreme Court Decides
yesterday was 44 degrees at 2:40 p.
this right. Judge Wofford served with and Indeed he says this Is the best
m., and the minimum temperature 28
wound.
Against Railroads in Suits In-- distinction In the Confederate Army season In the
Lo
the
degrees at midnight. The mean, tem- In Pittsburg, Pennsylvania Loss Es- TEXAS SENATE
after
tragedy,
sheep raising industry
Immediately
volvlng Large Sum.
the Civil War.
he has seen In hffi long experience in
perature for the day was therefore 3C
timated at Several Hundred .
pez fled and is still at large, although during
degreeB with a relative humidity of 70
EXONERATES BAILEY a posse of determined lumber jacks,
Sandoval County. The outlook for
Thousand Dollars.
Washington, Feb. 25. The cases of
per cent.
friends of the victim, are in. hot pun MRS. BRADLEY ARRAIGNED
lambing Is very good and the wool the Union Pacific and Burlington Ra
FOR MURDER SENATOR BROWN. crop he believes will be as good if road Companies
Passes Resolution Dismissing Inves suit and a lynching is feared if Lopez
Saturday's maximum temperature
against the varioiu
Pittsburg, Feb. 25. A disastrous
was 49 degrees at 2:10 p. m., and the
not better than It was last year. Cat- county treasurers of the state of NeCommittee Vote was
is caught, as the feeling against him is
tigation
Com
out
Are
in
the
Desk
broke
"
Derby
minimum temperature 35 degrees at
Close.
Washington, Feb. 25. Ms. Annie tle are also In prime condition and braska involving the tax rate upon
bitter.
Tne names
C:30 making a mean temperature of pany building today.
The wounded man is being given M. Bradley, who was recently Indicted the farmers are already beginning to the property of these railroads and
42
degrees. The relative humidity spread to two adjoining buildings and
Austin, Feb. 25. The Senate at the best of medical attention, by Dr. for the murder of former United prepare their land for crops. There calling into question the administra
was 79 per cent. The combined pre- three buildings were practically dfr noon today passed a resolution dis- Kauffman, the company physician, but States Senator Arthur M. Brown, of will be a greater area than ever beof the Nebraska tax law were
Salt Lake City, Utah, was arraigned fore planted in cereals and In alfalfa decided adversely to the railroads bj
cipitation Saturday and Sunday from stroyed. During the fire one woman missing the Bailey Investigating Com- his condition Is considered hopeless.
senot
but
men
two
were injured
and
both rain and snow was .16 Inch.
here today. Mrs. Bradley pleaded not this year in his county. Mr. Sando- the United States Supreme Court to
mittee before It could prepare its re
riously. The loss will be several hun port.
exonerated EL PASO MAYOR VICTIM
The resolution
guilty to the charge of murder and val states that his people are pros- day.
dred thousand dollars.
PICTURE OF EVELYN
the case was remanded for trial. No perous and are contented with
United States Senator Bailey in every
OF PTOMAINE POISONING
THAW ON CALENDARS.
The vote on the resolutime has yet been set for the trial.
CORPORATION PRESIDENT
particular.
PRESIDENT MAKES
ILL
tion was 15 ayes to 11 nays,
DANGEROUSLY
El Paso, Feb. 25. Mayor Charles
Calendars issued this year by MiTWO APPOINTMENTS.
PROFESSOR MATTEUCCI
Denver, Feb. 25. Frank J. Hearne,
Davis, of this city, and Colonel John NOTED PUBLISHER
AND PLAYWRIGHT DEAD
guel Ortiz, the merchant on the south
BRANDS 8T0RY A FAKE chairman of the board and president
W. Brady are desperately 111, both sufPRESIDENT BACK
side, contain a miniature portrait of
AT WASHINGTON AGAIN fering
with
Washington, Feb. 25. The Presi
poisoning,
Naples, Italy, Feb. 25. A statement of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Comptomaine
Evelyn Nesblt Thaw, the pretty wife dent sent the following nominations to
New York, Feb. 25. Archibald Ha has been published here from Profes- pany, Is critically HI at his home here
caused by eating canned tomatoes
of the defendant in the murder trial the Senate today:
ving Gunther, famous publisher and sor Matteucci of the Vesuvius Observa- of peritonitis. Three physicans are In
Washington, Feb. 25. President while out hunting yesterday.
Register of the
now on In New York. The picture Is land omce at
playwright, died suddenly Saturday tory to the effect that the polnion cred- - constant attendance upon the sick
Cheyeune, Wyomlnit. Roosevelt arrived this afternoton on
in colors true, to life and reproduced William E. Chapman:
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certifi- night of apoplexy in his home here. tted to him by th Italian press re man. Mr. Hearne is conscious, ac- receiver of bis return trip from a visit to his sons
from an oil painting done when she public moneys at
cates for sale by the New Mexican He wrote "Mr. Barnes of New York" garding the possible destruction of the cording to a report from bis horns to- Cheyenne, W. C. who are attending school In
was seventeen years old.
earth by a comet li a pure Inveitlon. i day.
and other popular novels.
Demlng.
Printing Company.
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GOOD

WORK

SHOULD

BE

CON-

TINUED.
The Times published at Portales,
the growing and hustling county seat
of the growing county of Roosevelt, Is
of the opinion that the work of the
Hureau of Immigration has done much
towards inducing Immigration into
that section and has aided greatly in
the remarkable settlement that has
been going on there for the past three
Several thousand homestead
years.
eiitiynien have taken up land in
Roosevelt County during that time and
what is more the great majority of
them have remained and are remain
ing there, and have become and are
residents and
becoming permanent
citizens of the section. The Portales
Times commented upon this work of
the bureau favorably In a recent edi
torial which is herewith republished
that the people may know. There is
one mistake In the editorial, namely,
the sentence In which It is stated that
the secretary was receiving no pay. The
secretary has received for the past
year a salary of $1,500 from which he
defrays the salary of one stenographer
constantly employed and a stenographer partly employed, without the
aid and work of which stenographers
it would be impracticable to conduct
the office properly, as the correspondence is very heavy and daily increasing and at times amounts to over
twenty letters per day. Says the Portales Times:
"Everybody In this part of New Mexico will have to admit that the great
number of people who have come here
and are making homes on our fertile
soil have been a great benefit to this
country. This extensive immigration
has made a value to the land which
it would not otherwise have had, and
has caused the building up of our
thriving towns.

WILD

ANIMAL

BOUNTIES.

But few people, not' engaged in
stock raising, have any adequate idea
of the ravages committed by wild animals on the range. Especially wolves
are most voracious and destructive to
stock and almost every Legislative
Assembly endeavors to put Into law
some sort of remedy or protection
against the ravagos of the wild animals.
Before the present legislature
there are several wild animal bounty
bills which seek to improve legislation along those lines already upon
the statute books. The stock killed
by wolves is mainly cattle but coyotes
to
and wild cats are destructive
sheep. A bulletin just issued by the
Department of Agriculture says that a
family of wolves will destroy $:!,000
worth of stock per annum. The bulletin says, however, that the payment
of bounties has failed to reduce the
number of wolves, coyotes and wild
cats and It advocates systematic
hunting by parties of ranchers, the
setting of traps and the laying of
The bulletin speaks as
strychnine.
follows about the loss of stock from
in
wolves and other wild animals
New Mexico:
"Writing from the Bell Ranch, San
Miguel County, New Mexico, Arthur
J. Tlsdall, in a letter to the Biological Survey said:
" 'I would call your attention to the
excessive damage done by wolves all
over the Western States and Territowhere cattle and
ries, especially
horses run on the range. It is my belief from figures I have made that
they destroy not less than 500,000 animals annually, principally calves and
yearling cattle. I have been fighting
this pest for years, and keep them
down fairly well in whatever locality
The
my Interests lie at the time.
state and county bounties result in
very little good.'
"Additional field reports from New
Mexico gave the wolves as numerous
in 1899 at Portales and Roswell; in
the Pecos Valley about Carlsbad;
along the east slope of the Guadalupe,
Sacramento, and White Mountains,
and at Corona and Carrizozo; and
near Montoya, and as common about
Santa Rosa, in the Capitan Moun
tains, on the Mesa Jumanes, and in
the Pecos River Mountains, and as
less common in the Taos, Manzano,
and San Andreas Mountains. In 1905
they were found near Laguna, and
were fairly common and doing great
damage to stock in the Bear Spring,
Gallina, and Datil Mountains. In
September, 190G, they were found in
considerable numbers just north of
the Gila Forest Reserve, where they
were killing cattle at an alarming
rate. A Mexican owning a small
ranch north of Luna said that they
had killed seventeen head of his cattle, mainly calves, during the sum-

"The Territorial Bureau of Immigration has played no small part in bringing people to this country by getting
out fine descriptive and illustrated literature advertising the advantages offered to homeseekers. We think the
work of this bureau ought to be con
tinued, notwithstanding the fact that
Governor Hagerman, in his message
to the Territorial Legislature, recom
mended abolishing the same.
"Colonel Max. Frost, the veteran ed
itor of the Sauta Fe New Mexican, is
secretary of the bureau, and has spent
no little effort in preparing matter for
its publications.
Perhaps no other
man could have been found with the
ability to get up the fine character of
descriptive and Illustrated matter that
has been published, especially who
would have devoted the extra time and
effort that was required for this work
Mr. Frost's various other duties makes
him one of the busiest men in the territory, and this work of getting up the mer.
matter for the Bureau of Immigration
Reserve in
"On the Gila Forest
was done by him without pay, the only
wolves were fairly comexpense being the cost of printing the May, 1900,
mon in the upper Mimbres, Sapello
matter.
Creek, Rocky Creek, and Diamond
"Judge W. G. Lindsey of Portales In- Creek Valleys. At least four crossed
forms us that he has hisr.ielf distrib- the North Star Mesa between Sapello
uted about three thousand copies of a Creek and the Mimbres every few
pamphlet published by the bureau en- nights, apparently killing stock on
titled, 'Ho! to the Land of Sunshine,' every round. Judging from my own
besides other valuable literature.
observations and from what I could
"The sentiment of the people here learn from the ranchmen, a moderate
seems to be very much in favor of estimate of the stock killed by each
this good work being continued and of these four wolves would be a calf
we hope the legislature will not see or a
yearling or a cow every three
lit to abolish the bureau."
days, or approximately a hundred
head of a cattle a year to a wolf.
SHADE OF GEORGE CROSS,
Counting all as calves, at the very
The Roswell Daily Record and a few low rate of $10 a head, each wolf
other newcomers in the journalistic would at. this rate cost the ranchmen
of
field have been saying of late that the $1,000 a year. This estimate
opposition to the Republican organiza- $1,000 for the four wolves leaves out
tion was given no chance during past of consideration the five to ten hungry
legislative sessions to report the view- offspring of each pair, which would
point of those opposed to the major- begin to kill stock for themselves in
ity party. Shades of Cross, Marsh and the fall and would continue to do so
others who made journalism at Santa as long as they lived.
Fe picturesque in
"From the same section of the Gila
days. They
turned many a pretty penny writing Reserve, on Sapello Creek, Victor
'
the hottest kind of roasts of the Otero Culberson, president and manager of
and preceding administrations for the the G. O. S. Cattle Company, writes
Rocky Mountain News and several under date of June 3, 1900:
other papers in and out of the Terri"We estimate the losses on our
tory. The present bunch trying their ranch by wolves to be at least 10 per
hand as "opposition" pournalists are cent. Three years ago, while gather
but amateurs, even in Invective, when ing steers to be turned off and hold
"
compared with the inkslingers of the ing them in a small pasture, we found
past fifty years that found Santa Fe one morning eight yearlings that had
a profitable field for write-ups- .
Those been killed during the previous night,
were days of personal journalism, and in gathering and disposing of
when It didn't matter much to the that bunch of about 500 head of cattle
writer on which side he wrote, as long we had 31 head killed. We have alas it was "hot stuff" that filled the ways estimated our losses by wolves
columns. Take the back files of the to be the greatest of those from any
Rocky Mountain News and a few of wild animals. When the wolves first
the Democratic papers of the Terri- appeared in this part of the country
tory in those days. But, after all. we paid $50 a piece for ten of them
these journalists of the old school, and considered them cheap at that
now dead, were gentlemen In many price. It requires a constant fight to
respects and managed to keep up a keep them down so as to make the
closer acquaintanceship with facts, cattle business at all profitable.' "
than do most of the present opposition
space writers, only that the result of The Albuquerque Morning Fakir is
their correspondence work was about crawfishing a good deal of late. It
the same as that of the present day, is also taking back some lies and rethat is "nil." The Republican party tracting, if that is possible, some li
never feared criticism, just or unjust, belous statements.
There will he
and despite the rankest and most slan- more of that stuff coming, never fear.
derous attacks, has prospered and succeeded wonderfully In this commonThe people of Clayton, the county
wealth which at one time was a Dem- seat of Union are rather anxious to
ocratic stronghold and which is now be let alone and do not care to have
Republican in the proportion Indicated their county carved for the benefit of
by its present Legislative Assembly other sections where the people favor
which has four members in a total county dvlslon. This is natural and
membership of 30, or one out of every from their standpoint all right. In
nine. But in the meanwhile, let us not the matter of county division and new
forget local journalistic traditions and county seats it evidently makes a
remember that there were giants in good deal of difference whose ox Is
those days, even in mudsllrrglng.
gored.
e

DO

THE

TAX

education. Compared with the public
schools of other commonwealths, ev
en those of New Mexico, the state of
Mississippi has not much to be proud
of in the rural school line and its
are
county school superintendents
not achieving the results that New
accom
Mexico and Arizona have
pllshed under much greater difficul
ties. New Jersey's schools are not
superior to those of Pennsylvania, or
New York, or even Kansas. Still, if
the public schools of Mississippi and
New Jersey were superior to those
of other states In which county school
superintendents are not appointed by
a state board of education, it must be
remembered that the appointment of
the state board in these two states is
not made by a governor appointed at
Washington without as much as asV
ing the preference of the people he
is sent to govern, County school superintendents appointed by the New
Mexico Board of Education would in
no way be representative of the peo
ple, not even Indirectly or remotely,
but would be the appointments of a
power entirely unrepresentative.
Nor does the choosing of county su
perlntendents In Mississippi and New
the stale educational
by
Jersey
beards take the choice out of politics,
in Mississippi, not one Republican
county school superintendent is to be
found, and although the majority of
the inhabitants of the state are
negroes there is not one negro county
In fact, the
school superintendent.
real reason that the choice in that
state was placed in the hands of
the state board was to keep Republi
cans and negroes out of the office.
AND
FORCEFUL
PICTURESQUE
WESTERN ENGLISH.
Another frisky and original cayuse
has broken into the New Mexico editorial corral as the following comment
upon the Artesia
County movement
In the editorial columns of the Pecos
Valley Echo indicates:
"To Artesia Whoop 'em up, sister!
Go to them. It do seem that the county site question, like Banquo's ghost,
will not down at the bidding of any
old gang. Stay with 'em, little sister Yon mav be vounir. but you are
powerfully good looking and a sure
enough Western gal, and can bust a
hronk with the best of 'em. Don't
get off, sis; hobble your stirrups,
stay behind your roll, and ride cross
the bridge to the new court house.
We all love you and are betting on
you, because of your intrepidity.
"We received a marked cony of a
Carlsbad paper giving an account of
a couple of
moral degenerate descendants of Annanias cold, clammy
calabans, conscienceless yahoos, and
dishonest yaps, who run blind
on the P. V. Railway, and pour
out their vile vomit of slander Into
the ear of every verdant old Rube
who will Dick the hayseed out of
his ears long enough to listen at the
vaporings of this pair of striped
skunks, who, at the instigation of
persons farther up the road who
have some brains, but less honor-d- ope
these puppets and dancing marionettes to lo their bidding. What
has 'become of the Clayton idea?
Can't something be done to choke
these miserable marlputs to death and
prevent their stench stilling the people who would seek homes in the lower valley?"

bag-rrasr- a

LICORICE

PLANT.

SILK

It Grows and How Its Blaok
Juice li Treated.
Black licorice Is made from the Juice
of the licorice plant, mixed with starch
to prevwit it from melting in hot
weather. The licorice plant grows for
the most part on the banks of tho
Tigris and Euphrates rivers, which
flow through Immense treeless prairies
of uncultivated land. The climate of
these great plains is variable. Half the
year It is mild and pleasant, but for
three months It is very cold, and for
three months In summer hot winds
sweep across the country, raislug tho
temperature to 104 degrees for weeks
at a time.
The licorice plant is a shrub three
feet high and grow.; without cultivation in situations where Its roots can
reach the water. The usual time of
collecting Is the winter, but roots are
dug all the year around. At first the
root is full of water and must be
allowed to dry, a process which takes
nearly a year. It is then cut Into small
pieces from six inches to a foot
long. The good and sound pieces are
kept, and the rotten ones are used for
Where

firewood.
As the valley of the Euphrates contained one of the earliest civilizations
In the world, It Is probable that licorice
is about the oldest confection extant

and that the taste, which pleases nearly all children today, was familiar to
the little brown boys ami girls of
Babylon and Nineveh 3,000 years ago.
THE

FIRST ZOO.

It Seems, Counts That Among
Her Many Records.
The Chinese had the first zoo, Men-

China,

ageries are thought to owe their origin partly to the cult of sacred animals and partly to the ambition of
rulers to possess specimens of rare and
valuable creatures from foreign lauds
or savage beasts from their own. In
the simplest forms zoological gardens
were one of the earliest developments
of culture and were familiar to the
Chinese, Indians, Greeks, Romans and
Mexicans in ancient times.
The oldest recorded menagerie Is Chinese, dating from 1150 B. C. The den
of lions kept by Darius, as described
in the book of Daniel, is an example
of one of those primitive menageries,
while the cult of sacred white horses
by the ancient Greeks ami Romans
and that of so called white elephants
lu Burma and Slam ure Instance-- of a
second type. A live giraffe was received at the menagerie of Schonbrunu
as early as 1828.
The Paris establishment Is regarded!
as the earliest entitled to the designation "zoological gardens" in the modern sense of that term, which owes its
origin, however, to the formation of
the menagerie In the Regents' park.
Of German establishments of this sort
the one at Berlin Is the earliest.
American zoos, notable among which
is New York and Chicago, are among
the completest in the world. Exchange.
)

Roman House Heaters.
The methods used by the Romans for
warming their houses were clever. In
Rome itself artificial warmth may
brought rarely Into use, though
the Italian winter requires fires at
times, but when the Roman took up
his abode abroad as the conqueror he
certainly lived in chilly climates. In
the country houses he built lu England
he had carefully devised heating ar
rangements, which are called hypo- cnusts. These are flues running un
der the tessellated floors. Fires were
lit outside of the house, and the hot
air pussed under the Cuors. To do
"THE HOLIER THAN THOU
this much required a knowledge of
CROWD."
the builder's art, with the necessary
The attitude of the "holier than precautions against fire. Remnants of
thou reformers," who have even in- these hypocausts are found today in
vaded New Mexico, expecting to over- England, built during the Roman oc
turn long established customs and cupation.
common sense with them, is well illustrated by the following negro dialect
The Popular Song.
couplets from Appleton's Magazine:
The deflultlou of popularity ns given
by u salesman in a large music store is
De debble come eroun' an' tap on de one that may be applied to other things
glass-Ri- ght
besides songs. '
in de street whar de white fo'ks
"Is this a popular song?" asked a
young woman, holding up a sheet of
pass!
music brilliantly decorated la red and
G'away dar, you Satan!
He come eroun' de back way

all

e fo'ks

abed-Kn- ock

on de do' an poke In hus haid

Hah

a

cheer, Marse Satan!

have-bee-

greeu.
"Well, no, miss," said the salesman,
assuming a judicial air, "I can't say it
is as yet Of course lots of people are
slngiug It, and everybody likes it, but

nobody's got tired enough of It yet for
political hypocrites and It to be what you'd call a popular song,
hyenas everybody else looks like a miss."
grafter and a reprobate, but behind
The Contrast.
closed doors within their own narrow
A small negro boy was putting his
circle, graft, wine, women and song
marble steps of the
head against-thare the goddesses which they
capltol. He would step back a few
feet and then run toward the steps,
them full force with his head.
striking
GOVERNOR
FOLK
HAS TASTED
ou earth are you doing that
"What
POWER.
a senator who came
Governor Folk, of Missouri, is work- for, boy?" asked
by. "Are you going to fight a goat?"
ing for the adoption of a law in the
"Now, sau, I's doin' It cause it feels
present legislature of that state giv- so
Rochester
good when I don't."
fit
him
the power where lie deems
ing
Democrat and Chronicle.
and proper to remove prosecuting ofll
ciulB in the various counties. In MisThe First Bull,
souri these officials are elected by the
Charon, the boatman of the Styx,
this
is
what
and
the
people
evidently
was thought by many to be of Irish
Governor does not like. There are 114
as he was casting
blood, for
counties in the state and were the off from invariably
the hither shore he would
power he seeks given him he certain- call out to his cargo of souls:
ly would become a dictator and the
"Now, then, look alive!"
Folk machine would absolutely rule
This was doubtless ns near an apthe Democratic politics cf that state.
proach to aii Irish bull as the then
Governor Folk may be a great refor- state of civilization permitted. Puck.
mer, but this attempt to create himself dictator of his state and to beTwo Kinds of Foolhardinese.
come the head of its Democratic poliSome of the men who laugh when a
tical machine" does not look like re- woman gets off a car backward would
form and like work foF the real in- pull the muzzle of a loaded gun toward
terests of the people. Governor Folk them when crawling through a
has evidently tasted power, likes it
Post
and wants more of it. "It was ever
thus."
Villains In the play have to be awfully bad In order to make good. Dally
It is reported In Capitol circles that (Okla.) Ardmorelte.
Governor Hagerman will sign the bill
passed by both Houses giving to
The New Mexican Printing Company
Boards of County Commissioners the hag on hani a large supply of pads
power to fill vacancies which may and tablets suitable for school work,
occur in county offices.
This is the desk, and also for lawyers and
gratifying intelligence. The more self merchants; good anywhere
We will
government for the people the better
at nve cents In book form,
for all concerned.
When In need of antl.U-.- on earth,
An Increase In the amount paid for try a New Mexican want ad. It will
saloon licenses and the proviso pro positively bring results.
hibiting the granting of licenses to
sell liquors in places having less than
When in need of anything in the
"00 inhabitants would be a move in printing line, such aa wedtling cards,
the right direction. This Item Is a Invitations, Lriefs, call on the New
pointer for the present Legislative Mexican Primng Company, where
'
all work Is guaranteed. ;
Assembly,
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OF THE

SPIDER.

The Delicate Maohinery That Spins
the Liquid Threads.
The spider Is able to secrete at least
three colors of silk stuff the white,
which forms the web, and the
of captives and the egg
cocoon; the brown mass that fills the
cocoon interior and the flossy yellow
between that and the Inside of the
sac. The glands end lu minute duets
which empty into spinning spools regularly arranged along the sides and
upou the tips of the six spinnerets, or
"spinning mammals," or "spinning fingers," which are placed Just beneath
the apex of the abdomen. The spinnerets are movable and can be flung
wide apart or pushed closely together,
and the spinning spools can be managed in the same way.
The silk glands are infolded in muscular tissue, pressure upon which, at
the will of the spider, forces the liquid
silk through the duct Into the spool,
whence it Issues as a minute filament,
since it hardens upon contact with the
air. One thread as seen in a web may
be made up of a number of the filaments and Is formed by putting the
tips of the spools together as the liquid
Jets are forced out of the ducts. When
the spinnerets are joined and a nunv
ber of the spools are emptied at once
their contents merge, and the sheets
or ribbons are formed which one sees
In the euswathement of a captive or
the making of Arglope's central shield.
This delicate machinery the owner operates with utmost skill, bringing iuto
play now one part and now another
and again the whole with unfailing
deftness and a mastery complete, Dr,
II. C. McCook In Harper's.
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HOUSE.

The Novel and Famous Fossil Bone
Cabin In Wyoming.
"The queerest houso lu the world,"
said u zoologist, "lj undoubtedly the
famous bone cabin lu Wyoming, near
the Medicine Bow river. This cabin's
foundations ure built of fossil bones.
"Bones of dinosaurs Jaws of the
teeth of the brontosuurus,
knuckles of the ichthyosaurus, vertebrae of the cauiarasatirus, chunks of
the burosaurus, the cetlasaurus, the
braehlosaurus, the stegiosaums, the
orultholestes or bird catching dinosaur
all entered Into this wonderful cabin's foundations, making It the most
curious ami most costly edifice lu
America.
"This hut was built by a Mexican
sheep herder who had happened by
chauce ou the grandest extinct animal
bed in tho world. This was a plot
about fifty yards square, wherein lay
in rich profusion the bones of all the
animals of tho reptilian age. The heaviest and the lightest, the largest and
the smallest, the most tranquil uud the
most ferocious, lay side by side. y
"The place was evidently once a river bar, and the dead bodies that floated down the stream were here arrested
to lie for hundreds of thousands of
years till a sheep herder came along
and, rooting among bones as big as
bowlders, set about the building of the
world's queerest cabin." New Orleans
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Grip Facta.
The grip Is not simply a bad cold,
and this fact Is worth knowing. It resembles a cold In some respects, and
colds are often wrongly diagnosed by
the victims as grip. The grip Is a
malady which has laws of Its own,
both ns to origin and progress after
development. According to the doctors, it must run Its course "there Is
no special remedy that can directly
1
destroy the Infection, no drug that cun
kill the bacillus or neutralize its toxin." This also Is worth knowing. The
main thing is to nurse with care and
give the system the best possible aid
lu its efforts to throw off the poison.
Baltimore American.
Not Thirsty.
Jane, the bright new maid, always
anxious to please, bad been intrusted
with the care of a little aquarium, In
which the goldfish had always thrived
very well until Jane came on the
scene. The first day she arrived she
gave them fresh water, as instructed,
and then left them to their own devices. But, alas, one morning the little fishes were found floating feebly
on their backs. "Jane," called the anxious mistress, regarding her pets with
concern, "have you given the fish any
fresh water lately?"
"No, ma'am.
Bless their little hearts, they haven't
drunk the water I gave them last
month yet!"
A Normal

Disadvantage.

"Why do reformers so often come to
grief?"
"I have often asked the question,"
answered Senator Sorghum, "I think
It must be because they take up politics as an Incidental diversion Instead
of a regular business. It's the difference between the amateur and the professional." Washington Star.
Shopping Politeness.
"Never point, my dear," said the
mother gently.
"But, mamma," objected the little
girl, "suppose I don't know the name
of the thing?"
"Then let the salesman show you all
he hag In stock until he comes to the
New York
article that Is desired."
Press.
-

Corona da Hotel and Cafe
One of

1

the Beat Restaurs) Is in ;he fcuihwest.

OPEN DAY and NIGHT
T HANDLE THE BEST EATABLES THE
fjMARKET AFFORDS.
KANSAS CITY MEATS ALWAYS ON HAND.
FIRST CLASS SHORT ORDERS

Best Rooms
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SERVED
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City; 50 Cents and

Up.

respectfully, but earnestly request that you take your meals at
my restaurant, gouth side plaza.
1
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Subscribe for the Dally New Mexi
The New Mexican Bindery is turning out some of the most artistic can and get the news.
binding In the Southwest. It is the
moit completely equipped blnderr In
the Rocky Mountain States south of
is headquarters for legal blanks of all
kinds. The company makes a rpoolalty
in handling land office blanks, necesIn minWisdom provides things necessary, sary in homestead entries and
low,
especiPrices
eral
applications.
lot superfluous. Solon.
ally In quantities. Circulars giving
o applicafurnish
The Legislative Manual for 1906 or full Information
tion.
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
and official compendium of value to
Letter heaas, bill heads, note heads,
eve.y business man and officer and o
Interest to every citizen, 304 pages. envelopes, of all sizes printed and solo
Price $1.50. Address the New Mex- by th New Mexican Printing Com
pany at low rates and In quantities to
ican Printing Company, Santa Fe.
suit purchaser.
Butchers' shipping certificates, such
When In need of anything on earth,
as are required by law, printed In
blank form by the New Mexican try a New Mexican want ad. It will
positively bring results.
Pr'tlng Company.
An Inferenoe.
Father Young Upperten is going to
propose for your hand soon. Daughter
How do you know? Father- -I hear
he has been making Inquiries as to my
financial standing. Illustrated Bits.

Subscribe for the Dally .New
and got the news.

If you want anything 01 rtrtk
a New Mexicr "ad."

try
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25,
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THREE.

111 and went home to bed and medical
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fumes unttt he reaches the top. HowIn need of anything on earth,
ers welcome.
SHORT ORDER MEALS.
When
ever, he noticed "q immediate 111 ef with sincere commiseration.
The best short order meals are now 4AGGIE G. MONTOYA,
a New Mexican want ad. It will
FratemaJ
"Oh, well," s6 said presently, "don't try
fects and climbed ut of the shaft
results
served at the Bon Ton RestauMaster.
bring
being
positively
I ain't very smart
mind
t
rbt
fay.
not
in
Howthe
hurt
least.
oemingly
rant. The best cooks, and waiters are 1BNITO ALARID, Secy.
ress. ..
ever In a short time ha began to feel myself." New
Now Moxlcan advertisers got trade, employed at 'his place.
JPEGORfO RAEL, Treae.
,

LAST SPIKE DRIVEN
ON KOEHLER ROAD

THE FIRST JMTIOflAL
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.
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75,-00-
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CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sasli, and Doors
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five-yea-
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Swell dressers SHOUT
Governor Hagerman spent yesterday
Albuquerque on political business.
Mrs. Celestino Ortiz, of 115 Cerrlllos
Street, left yesterday for a visit to
her ranch near Estancia.
Amado Romero, of Las Vegas, was
summoned to this city Saturday by' the
critical illness and subsequent death
of his daughter, Miss Tereslta Romero,
Attorney E. W. Dobson, of Albuquerque, is In the city attending the
adjourned term of the Territorial Supreme Court and watching Legislative
proceedings.
Attorney A. A. Jones, of East Las!
Vegas, chairman of the Democratic
Territorial Central Committee, is In!
Ihe city attending to legal and polit-- l
leal business.
Eugenio Romero, Territorial coal oil
inspector and treasurer of San Miguel!
County, returned to the Capital last
night after spending a few days at
his home in Las Vegas.
Attorney Benjamin M. Read has returned from Albuquerque where he
spent several days attending to legal
matters. Accompanying him was his
daughter, Miss Candida Read.
Deputy United States Marshal H. F.
Bogh, of Albuquerque, reached the city
yesterday from the South, and will be
In attendance at the
adjourned term
of the Territorial Supreme Court.
Chief Justice William J. Mills came
over last night from Las Vegas to pre
side at the February term of the Territorial Supreme Court which con
vened today in chambers at the Cap-

1

Our Tailor

Suit

Department

I

With London made clothes they are always loose, but they are
comfortable.
Spring is coming and it's time to do it. If you
haven't said farewell to your winter suit, you had better do so.
SPRING SAMPLES
Our elegant line of spring samples at hand, waiting to say hello
to you. We'll put a smile that wont come off all summer on the face
of every man who is wise enough to come to us for his new suit.
YOUR OPPORTUNITY
There is a great comfort In our clothes because the shoulders
are broad, the collar close fitting, and the coats are roomy, at the
same time the garments drape the figure admirably.

CLOTHES
Hold their shape permanently because each part is hand tailored and each yard of cloth undergoes a rigid inspection before
OUR

bein

!

itol.

made up.

OUR SELECTIONS
T"
Together with our hand tailored service offers you the same
vantages enjoyed by people living in the big metropolitan cities.

Assistant United States Attorney D.
J, Leahy arrived In the city last night
from Las Vegas and is registered at
the Claire. He came on official business before the Territorial Supreme-Cour-

ad-

t.

SUITS
MADE

of

TO
ORDER
FROM
$15.00
TO

I

Court.
$35.00.

Mrs, Price Walters of Aztec, San
Juan County, Is In the city and is reg
istered at the Claire. She is the wife
of Representative
Walters from the
district comprising Rio Arriba and
San Juan Counties and joined her husband here Saturday evening.
John S. Clark, one of the leading
citizens and a successful insurance
agent of the Meadow City, Is registered at the Claire. Mr. Clark is lu- d in legislative
proceedings.
veil as president oFTlre"Lcgts:
latlve Council in the Thirty-sixtAs
sembly.
Hon. James S. Duncan, member of
the Legislative Council from the district composed of San Miguel, Quay
and Guadalupe Counties, returned last
night to the Capital. He took advantage of the early adjournment last
week to spend a few days at his home
in East Las Vegas.
Professor A. B. Stroup. of Albuquerque, superintendent of schools of
County, came in from the
South last night and Is registered at
the Palace. He is interested In the
revision of the school laws and other
legislation along educational lines now
pending before the Legislative Assem-

AND
EVERY
SUIT

GUARNTEED

h

MiaIIMMWHMItMMI8IMmt

99eteQ99t

WINTER GROCERY CO;
Fruits and Vegetables
of All Kinds in

Season.

Why suffer with

A

I

BALLARD'S SNOW

LINIMENT
CURE

WILL

RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
G. A. Fried el, Dullns, Tex.
writes : "I use Ballard's Snow
Liniment for my family. It
is the best Liniment made.

Boys' Suits

Youths' Suits
Men's Suits

zen.
or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full Leath
er, Stf.BO.
Postage. Leather. 16c. pa
per, 14c.
Compiled Laws of New Mexico,
$9.50, postage, 45c.
Code of Civil Procedure, full Leath
er, $1.00, paper bound, 76c, postage
7c.
,

Seals

Notary

25c, 50c and $1.00

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.

Aluminum

Up

j5

Can't Wear Out
CHILDREN'S

BOYS' SDITS.

$1.00

DP

.... $1.60

UP

YOUTHS' SUITS

Sold and Recommended by

, $3 50 UP

,

DRUG CO.

50 In Book,

ivnss lviugier is

ar

ranging to dis
play a new stock
of HATS in a day
or two.
LEGAL BLANKS
CONFORMING TO THE LAWS
OP
NEW MEXICO.
The New .Mexican Prinrin? Con

pany has the largest facilities and
most modern machinery for doing all
Kinds or Printing and Binding in first
class style. Manufacturers of Looseleaf Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book
work a specialty. Best Book Bindery
in the Southwest.
Mining Blanks.
Portage, 45c.
,
J. P. Criminal Docket,
?a.75. Postage, 45c.
J, P. Docket,
Civil,
Criminal, J4.00. Postage 65c.
e
Hand Made Journal, $5.75
Hand Made Ledger, $6.50
MoDSy's Digest of New Mexico Re
ports, Full Sheep, $0.50. Postage 25
Retail Liquor License, 50 In Book
e

e

e

$a.oo.

36c.

Amended Location Notice,
sheet.
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
Proof of Labor,
sheet,
Notice Mining Location,
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
Title Bond of Mining Property,
sheet.
sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
Coal
Statement,
Declaratory
sheet.
Coal Declaratory
Statement
with
Power of an Attorney,
Affidavit and Corroborating
sheet.
Affidavit,
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
sheet.
Property,
Forfeiture of Publishing Out of Nosheet.
tice,
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet.
Stock Blanks,
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Bill of Sale in Books of 25 Blanks.
40c per Book.
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
Guardian's
Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Administrator's Bond ami Oath,
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
Poll Tax Receipt Book, English and
Spanish, 50 In Book, 25c.
Poll Books for City Election, 8
pages, 40c.
Probate Clerk and Recorder.
sheet.
Lease of Personal Property,
sheet.
Chat-tisheet.
Mortgage,
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
Clause,
sheet.
Official Bond, Road
Supervisor ,
sheet.
sheet.
Option,
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
Notaries'. Notice of Publication,
sheet.
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
Quit Claim Deed,
sheet.
Applicaton for Bounty for Killing
Wild Animals,
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet.
sheet.
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
sheet.
Relinquishment,
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet
Homestead Application.
sheet.
2

SUITS....

MEN'S

For Half

a Century

KU.

the Leading

Goods

House

Phone

No. 86.

Dry

-- o-

JJox219.

UP

$4,00

In

toe City.

CHARLES WAGJVER
rurniture lompany.
Entire New Lot of Iron and Brass Beds. Upholstered
Furniture,
Dressing Tables, Couchea, Baby Buggies, Etc., Just Received.
-

2

EMBALMING

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.
San Francisco St.

304-- 8

'Phone

Night Call 'Phone No.

2

10.

1.

2

2

fl. S. HAUJSIE
Phone 26.

& CDPIPAJWY
va Pav
AI

AAAA TIIIIIAA

bUUU

IfllMo

IU

t

.

Phone 26

-

2

WE NOW HAVE

4

2

2

2

FULL LINE OF

A

EASTERN CANNED GOODS
ALSO
NEW PANCAKE FLOUR,.
.
NEW MAPLE SUGAR,
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,

NEW DUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SYRUP,
NEW ALMONDS, ETC.

2

j

Ray-uold-

'

4

Dessed Poultry Wednesday and Friday.
FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS

Primrose Butter Best to be Had

2

2

4

i
j

2

Sale

Closing

2

2

Headquarters for

CUT PRICE8 IN

FURNITURE

2

Plumbing and Heating

-

.

4

2

2

Relative amount of

SUITS

2

1

i

to Date

Wont Rip

Pocket,

Application for License, Retail Lisheet.
quor License,
Application for License, Game and
General License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
English and Spanish, 100 in Book, 75c,
County Superintendent's
Warrant,

ST. IjOUIS, MO

FISCHER

Weil Made

$2.75 delivered. Desks, $3.25 deUverod
nearest express office.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Nos. 1 and 2, full Leather $6.50 a volume; 3 to 11, inclusive, price, $3.30
each. Postage 25c.

It relieves burns and scalds.'

Specialty.

Plata,

CO..

Children's Suits

2

uainwhen

i

"M.V." BUTTER

ins.

SfflEMM

2

Gaming License, 50 In Book, $3.00
Notification of Change In Assess
ment by Assessor, 100 in Book, $3.75
sheet.
Agreement,
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
Gaming Tables,
sheet.
sheet.
Application for License,
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
sheet
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
1 bly.
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
District Attorney S. B. Davis, of Las
sheet.
(J. P.),
a
is
at
the Claire. He
Vegas,
guest
Bond
of
Appearance, (District
came from the Meadow City yesterday
sheet.
Court)
to appear before the Territorial SuJustice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
preme Court in the case of M. F. Sena,
Bond1 to Keep the Peace,
sheet
versus the American Turquois Comsheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
In
G.
which Judge Matt
pany
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
of St. Louis, Missouri, and Mr.
12 sheet.
plaint,
Davis are the attorneys for the defendForcible Entry and Detainer, Sum
ant.
mons,
sheet.
Dr. 13. D. Black, of East Las Vegas,
sheet.
Replevfi Bond.
secretary of the Territorial Board of
Execution Forcible Entry and De
Health, arrived here last night from
Promissory Notes, 25c per pad.
the Meadow City. Some New Mexico
Bill of Hale Animals Not Bearing
to
are
the
issuance
S. E. Corner
Santo Fe. Telephone No. 40.
physicans
opposed
vendor's tecorded Brand,
sheet.
of licenses to practice medicine in the
Bill of Bale Range Delivery,
Territory without a rigid medical ex- sheet.
amination and he Is a member of the
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han
committee appointed to promote such dle Animals
Bearing Owner's RecorAffidavit,
legislation.
ded Brand
sheet.
sheet.
"
General Manager W. S. Hopewell, of
Authorit to Gather, Drive and Han
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
the New Mexico Fuel and Iron Com- dle animal! Not
ReNo. 1 Homestead,
Bearing Owner's
sheet.
pany, reached the city Saturday from corded Brtnd,
sheet.
Desert Land Entry,
Bheet.
bis Albuquerque home. He has just
Certificat- of Brand,
sheet
Affidavit Required of Claimant.
recovered from a severe attack of the
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
sheet.
gout which confined him to his resi- Mortgage, jll sheet.
Affidavit,
02b,
sheet.
dence for a week. He says he will
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Final Proof of Desert Land Entry.
eat less plate de foie gras and drink
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
sheet.
less champagne hereafter In order to Miscellaneous.
Claimant's Testimony,
have
no
gout.
Sheriff's (flexible
fuel
Cover Pocket sheet.
Docket, slnfeln $1.25; two or more $1.
Declaration of Application.
each.
sheet.
CompiiatlotiCorporation Laws, 75c
Final proof,
sheet.
each.
Affidavit of Witness,
sheet.
Compilation Hlnlng Laws, 60c each
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
072,
sheet.
General Blanks,
Affidavit and Order for Publication
Letters of Administration,
sheet of Notice of Contest against a
Bond fo' Deel
sheet.
sheet
Entryman,
Stomach trouble Is but irniptom of, and not
Bond of IndeiLlty,
sheet.
final Homestead Proof,
full
In Itself a true disease.
We think ol Dyspepsia,
fol
Poll
Books
8
Town
sheet.
Election,
Heartburn, and Indigestion as real diseases, jet
40c.
sheet.
Sheep Contracts,
they ar. symptoms only of a certain ipeclflo pages,
Official Bond,
sheet.
Nerve sickness nothing else.
1903, English or Spanish,
pamphlet,
It was this tact that first correctly led Dr. Snoop
J. P. tiivll Docket, $2.76. $2.25; full Leather $3.00; 1905 Enellsh
In the creation of that now very popular Stomach
Notary Record$1.26 each.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Remedy Dr. Shoop's Restorative. Going direct
Road Supervises Receipt Book, 60
Appeal Bonds,
sheet.
to the stomach nerves, alone brought that success
In Book, Spanlsh,l5c each.
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
sheet.
and favor to Dr. Snoop and his Restorative. With-oPoll Tax List, 416, and 8 ptges.
sheet.
that original and highly vital principle, no
tainer,
such lasting accomplishments were ever to be had.
HIpoteca de Bllies Muebles,
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
.
Let us tell you more about it IF INTERESTED
For stomach distress, bloating, biliousness, bad pllego.
Affidavit,
Replevin
sheet.
breath and sallow complexion, try Dr. Shoop's
Fianza ,Oflclal V Juramento,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint.
UlnnH ftawip UinHumnn
Pr I
Restorative
Tablets or Liquid and see for your- pliego.
sheet.
IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN
self what It can and will do. We sell and cheer
Miters VIUUU'UQVIJ IIQI UINQI 0 UU,
Documento Garitizado,
sheet.
plego.l
Warrant,
fully recommend
Docuraento Gailntizado, extensa
sheet.
Commitment,
forma entera, pllea heno.
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
Certiflcado de MArimonio, lOccada
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
uno.
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
Formula de Enumlaclon,
Attachment. Stimmors as Garnishee.
pliego,
tjoniraco uncre ici uirectores y
sheet.
pllei
Preceptores,
sbeet.
Execution,
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
Contrato de Combftlble.
pliego.
sheet.
Summons,
Notas ObllgaclonA 25c por 60,
We make a specialty of TEVEIOPINO, PRINT
sheet.
Subpoena,
t
Libros de RecibosEupervlsores de
J. P. Complaint,
INO and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
sheet.
Camlnos, 25c,
Capias Complaint,
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
FISCHER DRUG CO.
sheet
Search Warrant,
sheet. .
'"
510 Sontt Broadway
PO
linUflllin
.
Spanish Blanks.
slUWLANU & UU,
08 ANGLES, CAUF.
Auto de Arresto,
pliego.
Auto de Prision,
pliego.
Declaraelon Juradw'1-pllego.
The Price of Peace.
"GOOD ROOMS."
Certiflcado de Nombramlento, 14
You "can get a good room at the
The terrible Itching and smarting,
Just received a full line of White Plumes, Laoes l)d Mollnes
.,
pllego.
Incident, to certain skin diseases, Is Hotel Normandle at a very moderate
for Reception and Evening Hate,
Flenza QAclal,
pllego.
almost Instantly allayed by applying price, either by the week or month.
Contraw de Partldo,
pllego.
Cfraniberlaln's Salve. Price 25 cents. You will be gainer by calling there,
San Francisco St.
MRS. IYNG.
before engaging rooms elsewhere.
Wr sale by all drusglsfi
rnntlmi(t on Pom t

Fo

INCORPORATED 1903.

i856.

z

Mrs. JL B. Stockton, of Raton, wire

Councilman Stockton, arrived In
the city Saturday evening, and will
stay here during the remainder of the
Legislative session. Mr. Stockton ami
wife have apartments at the Palace.
W. B. Childers, of Albuquerque, former United States attorney for New
Mexico, arrived in the city yesterday
and registered at the Claire Hotel
Mr. Childers came to attend the Feb
ruary term of the Territorial Supreme

ESTABLISHED

2

'

Suit Yourself

1907.

25.

full

Fe,

Deed, The City of Santa Fe,
sheet.
Report of the Assessor, full sheet,
sheet.
English,
Application for Marlage License,
sheet.
Spanish,
Mexico Code, postage, 17c.
postage, 17c.
Missouri Pleading FormB, $5.00,
pstage, 17c.
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
two for $10.00.
Adapted to New
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
. Declaration in
sheet.
Assumpsit,
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note,
sheet.
. Satlsfacton
of Mortgage,
sheet.
Assignment ol Mortgage,
sheet.
sheet.
Lease,
Warrant to Appriasers, full sheet.
Bond, General Form,
sheet.
Certificate of Marrage, 75c pV Do

In

Pelade

City of Santa

2

D

FEBRUARY

MONDAY,

.CALL AND GET PRICES.

2

consumed to warm

D. S. LOWITZKI.

2

a 9 room house

Rugs, Queensware,
Hardware, Stoves,
Ranges and Picture Frames,

2

Indigestion

2

4

'1-- 2

isl

2

e

2

4

2
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H. B. Cartwright & Bro,

WHOLESALE 6R0CERS
Grain. Flow aatf Potato Stationery,
Patent Modiolae mi Orecers' Sondriot,

;

ATTCMTMM

WM

MAM.

Ajnr a ra.K.at.1

4

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

Dr.

4

Shoop's
Bostorativo

...

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

2

--

4

LADIES

4

t

"

4

,

2

i

pon
The New Mexlcau Printing
pany bas on baud a large supply ol
writing tablets and scratch pads suit
able for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
will be Weaned out at 10 cents a pound
aud cheaper If ordered In larger auan
tltips. TUse tablets are made from
Uie odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
buying.
your money' worth'ben

acan

can do printing
The New
equal I that done In any of the large
Hies. Our solicitor:
Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
and Tnu will oArlalnlv romm aialn Ws

have all the facilities for
turning out
every class of work, Including' one ol
the best binderies In the west
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company,
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Comp&ay.
Don't forget
bindery and
work handled
manner. One
mannnt

our large and comnlete
Job department
AH
in the most
trial make

nitatnnww

yon
.

.

jr
t .r

FEBRUaR

MONDAY,

25,

TIME TABLE ALL LINES.
nterlng and Leaving Santa Fe
Compiled According to Schedules
Now In Effect.
of Train
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No 1. Southbound leaves Santa Fe
1:20 p. m.
No. 2. Northbound arrives Santa
Fe 5:40 p. m.

DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
leaves Santa
No. 426. Eastbound
Fe 11 a. m.
No. 425. Westbound arrives Santa
Fe 3:30 p. m.
TOPEKA & 8ANTA

ATCHISON,

Branch-Arriv-

e

at Santa Fe 8tation.

10:40 a. m.
6:50 p. in.
11:15 p. m.

No. 721
No. 723
No. 725

Depart from Santa Fe 8tatlon.

8:15 a.m.
, .. ..
No, 720
4:20 p.m.
..
No. 722 ."
7:40 p. m.
No. 724
No. 720 connects with Numbers 10
and 2 east and No. 3 limited west at

Lamy.

No. 724 conects with No. 1 west at
I .amy.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 8

southbound and

9

west at Lamy.

Main Line Via Lamy.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge pussen-gerfrom Santa Fe.
No 721 leaves Lamy at 9:40 a. m
and will not wait for No. 2 from the

west at Lamy, waiting only for No
10 from the south and No. 3 from the
east.

MINOR CITY TOPICS

evening and left yesterday for another
week's stand at Albuquerque. "Tennessee's Partner" was the title of the
play given at the closing performance
here and It attracted a large and appreciative audience.
An Interesting meeting of the His
torical Society of New Mexico win
take place in the hall of the House of
Representative tomorrow evening and
will be called to order at T.SQ o ciock
sharp by Hon. L. Bradford Prince,
president of the society. Addresses
deupon New Mexico history will be
livered by well known speakers and
the event promises to De or. great interest to all those who desire to know
something of New Mexico In the years
gone by. The public is cordially and
earnestly invited to attend.
Miss Tereslta Romero, of Las Vegas,
daughter of Amado Romero, died at 6
o'clock Saturday evening in this city
at the home of her grandfather,. Manuel Sandoval, on lower San Francisco
Street. The deceased had been In
poor health for some time suffering
from a complication of aliments and
In the hope that a change might benefit her she was brought here about a
month ago. She was fifteen years of
Funeral services over the reage.
mains were held at 2 o'clock this afternoon at the Cathedral followed by
Interment at Rosario Cemetery.
Many relatives and friends attended
the funeral yesterday afternoon of the
late Charles L. Thayer, which took
136
place from the family residence at
Rev. George F.
Cerrlllos Street.
"Sevier, pastor of the First. Presbyter-InChurch, conducted the burial serThe revices at house and grave.
mains were laid to rest In Odd FelThe deceased had
lows' Cemetery.
been a member for about forty years
of Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F,
and among the mourners were a number of "fraters" In the local branch of
were
The
thfl nrrler.
John P. Victory, James McHugnes,
Marcellno A. Ortiz, Miguel Ortiz, Mil
ton Horn and A. H. Murphy.
A very cordial Invitation
LADIES
I extend to you all to my display of
Latest. Millinery, Monday and Tues
day, February 25th and 2Cth.
MISS A. MUGLER,
Southeast Corner Plaza

Have your clothes cleaning and
pressing done at J. O. Holman's.
French dry and steam cleaning works,
303 East Side Plaza.
Mrs. John N. 5took has'been granted
a six months' leave of absence from
her duties as draughtsman In the office of Surveyor General M. 0. Llewellyn.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Woodruff will
entertain at a dinner party tomorrow
evening in honor of Associate Justice
William H. Pope and Mrs. Pope of
Iloswell.
Nicolas Herrera has resigned his
place as clerk in the local office of
the Western Union and the vacancy
has been rilled by Joseph Creamer,
who held the position some time ago.
Read the change of ad of the Bhle
Haberdashery in today's .New Mexican. It is getting time to order those
Easter clothes and Elile has the most
complete line ever In the city. Call
early and get your pick of all the latest novelties.
Dramatic Com
The
pany closed a very successful week's
engagement in this city Saturday
.

Huston-Frankli-

s

BUSINESS LOCAL
LAND OFFICE
Over One Hundred Original Home
stead Entries Recorded so Far
This Month,
Although February is nearly ended
there has not been a single final home
stead entry or desert land entry re
corded to date during the month at
the local United States land office,
This Is not because no entries of these
kinds have been, filed, but is largely
due on account of the fact that the
clerical force is not large enough to
meet the requirements.

n

entries were recorded
during the first twenty days of Feb
Inal homestead
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Closing Out Sale on

Timely Suggestions.

Plen's Suits and
Overcoats
TO

e

1

GOODS

OUR

MAKE ROOM FOR

in
There is no part of the home, that should receive more attention,
kitchen.
the
than
the
same,
equipping
This Is true, whether we employ a chef or attend to the culinary duties
on the ability
personally, and much of the happiness of t!he tome depends
Indisof the cook, for whether we are epicures or not, good cooking is
pensable.
date appliances, for, "That wbltfh toAn up4o-dathousehold, uses up-ta
necessity," In this progressive world,
day Is a luxury, tomorrow becomes
and this applies to the kitchen.
if you will allow us to show you some of these articles, we feel sure
their utility and merits will be ob vious.

Hete ate a Few Suggestions.

Men's $12.00 Suits for $8.00
Men's $10.00 Suits for $5.75
Men's $18.00 O'coats $13.50
Men's $20 Raincoats $14.50
LEAVE YOUR MEASURE NOW FOR YOUR NEW 8PRING SUIT. OVER 400
TO $50.00.
FROM THE BEST TAILORS ON EARTH. SUITS FROM $18.00

LINNEN MESH UNDERWEAR TO BE FOUND

4 Per Cent on Time Deposits
ACCOUNTS.

SAMPLES

TO

SELECT

I

ONLY AT THE

"GEM" PLATE SCRAPERS.

'DAISY" STEAK POUNDERS.

"AETNA" RICE BOILERS.

"UNIVERSAL" BREAD

abera ashery

BOSTON

REAL

"PENINSULAR" RANGES.

Some Exceptional Values in

the Following Items:

ary and It Is estimated that nearly as
many more applications are suu penn

LIBRARY

MISSION

Santa Fe Livery Stable

ing for that period. Public land open
settlement under tne nomesieau
law in Santa Fe and San Miguel Coun 5
2
THEODOBE CORRICK Proprietor.
ties Is receiving more attention than
to
previously from Immigrants coming
MM M
New Mexico.
Nearly as. many homestead claims have been taken in each
of these two counties during the first
Tortwenty days of this month as in
LIVERY, BOARDING AND FEED STABLE
rance County which has led all of the
others of the district by a wide mar
gin in this respci ior a year or more.
FIRST-CLASgj
CARRIAGE SERVICE
The one hundred and twenty-fiv2
to
GOOD
SADDLE HORSE8
j
original homesteads recorded up
and Including February 20, represent
FINE R1G8 j
$
jt
a total of 19,571 acres. The entries
were divided among the several, coun
ties of the district as follows:
120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
PHONE 1S2.
Bernalillo 1; Colfax, none; Guada
;
lupe, 12; McKlnley, none; Mora,
Rio Arriba, none; San Juan, 6; San
Miguel, 30; Sandoval, 1; Santa Fe, 37;
We each
Socorro, none; Taos, none; Torrance,
"Board"
FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
10c each
9; Valencia, none.
"For Sale"
home-teaThe total number of original
10c each
"Lodging"
entries recorded since January
25c each The Santa Fe Filigree and
"For Rent or Sale"
is 298; acres entered, 46,523.
25c each
, 1907,
"Board and Lodging"
Jewelry Manufactur50c each
Total number of final homestead en
"Minor's Law"
50c each
tries, 19; acres entered, 2,857. Total
ing Company.
"Livery Law"
niimhftr:..fif--flearland etitrlps, lb;
t
A fine and extensive assortment of
"English Marriage Laws" 60c each
acres entered, 2,720. Total number
"Spanish Marriage Laws".. 50c each the latest styles of jewelry has Just
of entries of all kinds, 333; acres en School Blanks.
been purchased and will be sold at
tered 52,100.
sheet.
Oath of School Director,
the lowest possible rate for first class
of
Certificate of Apportionment
goods.
Every article guaranteed as
offered
Herewith are some bargains
sheet.
School Funds,
and as represented. The
genuine
Com
y the New Mexican Printing
District Clerk's Annual Report,
manufacture of Mexican filigree Jew
pany: Code or (jivu procedure or we sheet.
elry is a specialty the finest and
sheet.
Teacher's Certificate,
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, saeep
best work ir. that line is turned out
Missouri
sheet.
bound, 1; papor bound, 75c;
Certificate of Apportion,
by this company at very reasonable
Code
Contract for School Teacher,
Pleading foms, IS; Missouri
rates.
Brooches, bracelets, rings,
Pleadings, $6; the two (or (10; Adapt sheet.
lockets, hairpins, scarf pins, ladies
?d to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet. breast pins, in gold or silver,
filigree
Contract Between Directors and work manufactured at home and In
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
full
sheet.
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25;
Teachers,
the shops of the company by special
sheet.
Contract for Fuel,
leather, 13; OherlC's Flexible-Coye- r
design and to suit customers in short
sheet. order imd from the finest
Teachers' Monthly Report,
Pocket Docket, single, 11.25; two or
gold.
nore books, $1 each; New Mexico Su Prices.
Souvenir spoons, Inciudfan
In.05.
to
3
each.
sheet
or
On
Noi.
10,
preme Court Reports,
,....$ .10 uel Church stamps, In great numbers
Full Sheet, each
clusive $3.30 each; Compilation Cor
and at a low price. Store and factory
.25 208 Don
Sheets, per dozen........
poration Laws 75c; Compilation MinGa3par Avenue, Laughlin
35
Sheets, per dozen
building.
ing Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of
.G5
Full Sheets, per dozen..
New Mexico Reports, full sheep. $6.50;
N. MONDRAGON, Mgr.
1.75
Sheets, per hundred.
'nil list school blank.
2.50
Sheets, per hundred.
4.00
Full Sheets, per hundred
The New Mexican Printing Company
New Mexican advertisers get trade.
100 Assorted Blanks take the 100 is prepared to do the best of brief
LEGAL BLANK3,
price. On an order of 600 hundred enable rates. Lawyers whodesire to
blanks, customers' business card will have their briefs printed rapidly and
(Continued from Page 4.)
be printed under filing without extra correctly and to present them to the
,
cost,
Supreme Court now in session here
Llbros Certlflcadog de Bonos, $1.
on time, should call on the New MexPoll Books, Election of School Di Size of Blanks.
inches.
ican Printing Company and leave their
Sheet, 7x8
rectors, 4, 6, and 8 pages, English and
x 14 inches.
orders.
Sheet, 8
Spanish, 20c, 30c, and 40c.
Full Sheet, 14x17 incies.
Signs, Card Board.
OrdersThe New Mexican Printing ComCash Must Accompany All
7.15c each
"For RenE"
pany Is prepared to fill promptly and
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cards, marriage announcements, invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low as compatible
THE NEW MEXICO
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and examine samples
and prices.

j

S

e

OAK BUFFETS.

FURNITURE,

MAHOGANY MUSIC CABINETS.

ARTISTIC HALL TREES.

ROOM

BED

MAPLE

EYE

BIRDS

OAK CHINA

SETS.

We take pleasure in placing at the disposal of our patrons, the services

of our Plumbing Department, under the management of Mr. J. Crowley,
who has had wide experience in thlssphere of activity, In New lork City
and Denver, and whose work we fully guarantee.
We will be pleased to submit estimates on proposed work.

Phone 83

7

d

LEO

s)

2

ti

FLOUR, HAY,

WHOLESALE

ind

GRAIN, POTATOES,

4

'f

2

SALT and sEEDs.
HOUII

THE ONLY EXCLUklVI CHAIN

I

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

LIVERY STABLE
CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery

Line. Drivers Furnished.

Rates Right.

CI IAS. CLOSSON.

AND MECHANIC ARTS.
Aa institution giving an Intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated In its own grounds of 400 acres in the beautiful
Mtsilla Valley.
mechanic arts,
Four full
college courses in agriculture
domestic science and general science; short course In agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. $stO,000 worth of equipment A faculty
of 30 Instructors; 230 students now In attendance.' Military instruction by an officer at the U. S.Army.
Large parade an. athlatic
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under thu best management-A;
Ideal winter climate at an altitude of 3,800 fteL
LUTHER FOSTER, Presldant
(P. O.) Agricultural College,

'

desire to announce the arrival of new importations of Fancy Shirtings and cordially invite you to
inspect them at your convenience.
1

It Is Much Cheaper
good deal quicker and much more sat
isfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the lonp distance
telephone when you have business with
in
Colorado Springs,
Eeopfe Denver,
Raton. Las Vegas, Thorntonn
Bernalillo. Albuquerque, Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Telephone Company's instruments connect
with these places Terms more reasonA

Be-le-

able than the telegraph.

l.: SPARKS.

Mamger.

V

I

sV'U

YOUR GOOD WILL
much the largest asset w
customer! say to their

hare hi

u

sulasss.

To kar

frieois, "Erery stataacst Bala

can be relied upoa" is the rcry

tat reeommittioa

ky

our

I. gpiti

we eaa strive

Reliability it oar watchword and erery tale we make ia closed

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

utiafactioB to

start

ij at

!U

Ua.

-

it ou fiarasUfc

It

is a great

Inq irtlak earries with
4

Jeweler, Dealer
SQDIT'7 f Manufacturing
in Watchea, Jewelry, Diamonds.

When in need of anything on earth,
New Mexican want ad. It will
positively bring results.

HENRY KRICK
Sole

A. W.

Agent For

Letup's St. Louis Beer

ipiegelberg-

-257

8an Francisco

Street

Malls orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. ta

SODA WATER
SHIRTS MADE TO ORDER

V

MEXICO.

try a

'

N. M.

FI, KIW

TNT

A-

for
The New Mexican Printing Com- pany is prepared to do the best of
brief work in short order and at very
reasonable rates.
Lawyers who d
sire to have their briefs printed rap
idly and correctly and to present
them to the Supreme Court now In
session here on time, should call on
the New Mexican Printing Company
and leave their orders.

IN SANTA

mi
VVW11I

fU7F
, T T
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FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS.

CABINETS.

Plumbing Depatment

4

It gives a comfortable feeling to
know that you have a crop of money
coming on. Start a savings account
and feel that way.

ENAMELED

IMPERIAL
"LISK'S"
ROASTERS.

AND CAKE

Out Furniture Department Offers

2

Bury fle,ed ia the rounds and they
grow and increase but cash is apt
to decrease very julckly If treated
in the same manner. Plant your
money in a safe bank and watch It
grow.

-

GRATERS "BLUE DIAMOND" TEA 8TEEPERS.

POTS.

BEAN

MEAS-

AND

GCUPS.

URING

"SHAKER" FLOUR SIFTERS.

2

If you have any spare cash lying
around, make haste to place it In the
bank where it is not only safe, from
burglars and fire, but where it also
draws interest.

ENAMELED WARE.

MAKERS.

Santa Fe

RUST,"

COOK'S "ELLIOTT" DIPPERS

IMPORTED

LA CROIX"
KNIVES.

I

4

ON CERTIFICATES OF DBPOSIT AND SAVINGS

"ANTI

"UNIVERSAL" FOOD CHOPPERS.

"GILMORE'S" IMPROVED
DR. DEIMEL

ERS.

PERFECTION" CAKE PANS.

W

POACH- -

8TEAM EGG

'BUFFALO'

METAL WARE," TEA AND
COFFEE POTS.

ROME

!

I
Any Flavor You Dot re.
We will deliver Soda Water In any
quantity to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

Inaian and fOeiican Wares and Curios
Baskets, Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO:
.To Have the Beet of Everything In 3ur Line.
Blankets,

TqiS WEEr

KERR'S

Capital

--

:-

Parlors

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.
Pour first class artists ; : : ;
Electrical Baths i . . . 11.50
.25
Other Baths . . . . . .
Parlors Located Weit Side Plaisa

SALE OF.

Ladies Muslin Underwear.

The Largest and Handsomest Line Ever
Shown fat This Qty.

.

WJU KERR, Pioprietoi

OUR SPECIAL

HO

ALL NEW GOODS JUST RECEIVED.
LBFTOVE8 FROM LAST SEASON.
Entire Line Sold at Eastern Retail Prices

ADOLPH SELIGM AN.

8ANTATE NEW
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Santa Fc Central
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SANTA FE, N. M.
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EAT HUMBLE PIE
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Frelglit, Passenger and Steamship
business.
Pullman berths secured by wire.
Connections:
At Santa Fe, with
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Kennedy, with Atchison,
it Santa Fa Railway. At Torrance with Kl Paso & Southwestern
System.

a

S. B. GRIMSHAW,

General Freight and Passenger Agent.

cur nr . HILL
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There are many strange customs In
Russia. Among the strangest is one
wherein a man of noble birth for a consideration will marry a woman and
give her his name and her freedom nt
the same time, leaving her at the mo
ment they are pronounced man and
wife.
One winter's day In St. Petersburg
the beauty and fashion of the capital
were skating on the Neva. Among the
throng were two ladies skating together. A tall, handsome man of aristocrat
ie mien was regarding one of them
with admiring glances as they skated
by him and. asked a friend who she
was.
"I was told just now," replied the
friend, "that one of them was Miss
Mikhailof, the daughter of one of the
new civil appointees, but I am not sure
which one she Is. I think she Is the brunette.
Later the man who was interested
noticed the lady he had admired the
brunette skating alone. She tripped
and fell. Darting toward her, he raised
her. She was not hurt, but he was
loath to leave her.
Term it me to introduce myself," he
said. "I am Count Akadyevitch."
"Count Akadyevitch, the emperors
needs no Introduction."
"I have beeu sufficiently interested In
you to inquire your name, Miss Mikhailof."
The lady turned her eyes upon the
count, but said nothing.
Count Akadyevitch received pernils
slou to call on the lady that evening
She left the city next day, but not be
fore inviting him to visit her at hei
home In Kostroma. The Invitation was
accepted punctually on the day It was
given for. The count found that hit
acquaintance, with whom he had
Hen desperately In love a case o(
at first sight lived a sort ol
-- a
among her tenants. It was
"Miss Mikhailof, will you have this?"
or 1'Jiiss Mikhailof, will you have
that?" every one being punctilious In
addressing her by name when speaking to her.
From the first the count received
especial encouragement. A week pass
ed, and when he proposed to return
his intention was gently opposed. Two
more weeks he remained, and yet the
lady did not signify a wish that lit
should go. Nevertheless the count was
melancholy. A secret seemed to be
gnawing at his heart. The more he
became interested In the lady the more
depressed he became. Finally she asked him the cause.
"I dure not tell you," he said. "You
will despise me."
"Indeed!" replied the ludy. "I insist
Have I been unwise In trusting you on
bo short au acquaintance?"
The count was silent for a time, during which it was evident his sufferings
were great. At lust he said:
"I was forced some years ago to dc
a thins I nrn trreatlv ashamed of nnd
which now stands in the way of a possible happiness. When I came into my
title and estate the latter was Incumbered with debt. Twenty thousand
rubles were necessary to clear It. I
was about to lose it when I received
through a medium au offer of the
amount for my name by a woman
'
who wished to be noble. I consented
on condition that the marriage should
take place by proxy. The condition
was accepted, and I was married. 1
am wedded, but I have never met my
.wife."

The count bowed his head.
"Von an; no more to blame than tbfl
woman who bought your name."
"Leaving bhiine out of the question,
I am prevented from yielding to the
dictates of my heart. I cannot even
honorably tell you that I love you."
Notwithstanding the confession of
the sale, the coufessiou of love evidently was n delight to the lady. A
rose color appeared tit her throat and
spread rapidly over her face. Presently she spoke again:
confession to make.
"I, too, Jmve

I am not SJ.'ssi .UiUfmiior."
"You not Miss MiMniilot?"
"No. Von were mistaken in my name
when you lirst met inc. nnd I permitted
you to remain mistaken. .Miss Mik
haiinf was a friend who skated with
me. I.efore your arrival here I gave
instructions that every one should ad
dross me when van were present as

Mikhailof."
"And your real name Is V"
"I have more to confess. When
came Into these estates every one told
should marry u noble. After
me rhat
waiting a long while to meet one that
I could love, having failed, I resolved
to buy a title In the same manner us
you said yours."
"You -- you bought a title by marriage':"
1 heard of a man who need"1 did.
I pave it for his name.
ed money.
Strange to say, I was married, us you
were, by proxy."
"The barriers that keep us apart are
double." moaned the count.
"What is marriage 7 A
Did not you and did not I go through
this ceremony for a consideration?
Why should such a ceremony be necessary to our union?"
The count was silent for a moment
and then said, with a voice full of
grief:
"No, I love you too well to degrade
you."
A new evideuce of happiuess appeared In her face, especially on her
lips, on which was a happy smile.
"You have not asked me my real
name," she said.
"I ask it now."
"I am the Countess Akadyevitch."
ELINOR T. BOYD.
Mis.

1

1

Chamberlain's Cough' Remedy a Fav
orite.
"We prefer Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy to any other for our children," says Mr. L J. Woodbury of
Twining, Mich. "It. has also done the
work for us in hard colds and croup,
and we take pleasure in recommending it." For sale by all druggists.

gg

EXCURSIONS

Second class colonist rales to California, Mexico, and the Northwest, on
sale daily from March 1st, until April
30th, and September 1st, until October
$25 to Cali31, 190". Very low rates.
fornia. $24 to Mexico. And similar
low rates to the Northwest.
For further information apply to
G. H. DON'ART, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

WANTS
FOR
RENT Eight room house
with bath, also stable and two buggy
sheds.
Possession given March 1.
Inquire of Wagner Furniture Co.
MINE

FOR SALE.

The Great Eastern Mining Claim,
patent No, 585, Cerrillos District,
Santa Fe County, New Mexico, will be
sold at auction on Wednesday, February 7, 1907, at 10 o'clock a. m., at
the front door of the Santa Fe County
court house. Patent title clear of
taxes.
CLIPPER MINING COMPANY.
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
The Con Ton Lunch Counter has
been repainted, and refurnished, and
Is now one of the best in the Territory. They handle everything in the

eating line from both eastern and
western markets. A call will convince
you that, they know the business.
Don't f ot get our large and complete
bindery and Job department AU work
handled promptly and In the moit
manner. One trial makes yon
permanent patron.

.,'3sSv

4&tP- - H
tiM'--

Entirely

"Si??:'.

',

Agency.
no fee charged

collections in all parti of the V. S.
ANTHONY P.WILSON,
Attorney.

The

413

Kansas Avenue,

TOPI'KA.

-

-

KANSAS.

emington
Standard Typewriters
New Model.

THE FLORIST

6, Tjnd 8
Absolutely

Reliable, Always,

Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict,
S27

HrodiCv.

Vr- - Yftk

CUT FLOWERS' ALWAYS ON HAND
FLORAL DESIGNS FOR PARTIES, FUNERALS, ETC.

Promptly Attended to
Colorado, Phone 92.
CORNER SEVENTH AND DOUGLAS
New Mexico
East Las Vegas
Mall Orders

AND MRS. WORTIIINGTON
Kt.ISS.
Healers of domestic wounds.

MR.

I looked from tho card to the face
of the man with surprise and Inquiry.
"It Is surprising," he said, "that you
should be surprised. There Is no profession In the world calculated to do
so much good as ours. It Is the only
profession except medicine, of which
it is in part a branch, that brings comfort out of suffering. There are matrimonial brokers and divorce lawyers.
Why not peacemakers?"
"What Is your clientele?"
"A wife is wretched from some disagreement with her husband. A husband Is wretched from some disagreement with his wife. A daughter or a
sou is making his or her parents miserable either from extravagance, bad influences or an unsuitable match. We
get at the cause or causes of these
disagreements, then set about removIn this way we restore
ing them.
amicable relations. A better name for
our profession perfiaps would be 'repairers of fractured affections.' When
the mechanism In which the gem love
is set becomes weak or broken we
make the necessary repairs."
"But how do you accomplish results?" I asked, with growing wonder,
yet struck by the plauslbleness of the
man's words.
g
"That will beat be explained by
you a few instances. A wife recently enme to us whose husband was
apparently losing his love for her, his
home and his children. Mrs. Bliss, under pretense of being a former schoolmate of the wife, made the family a
visit. She soon discovered that the
wife was turning the house into n
prayer meeting. It required the greatest tact for her to convince the deluded
woman of her error. A brief season of
gayety was proscribed. It worked to
a charm. The husband soon tired of
it, and when he did he found his home
more to his taste. Mrs. Bliss possessed
groat skill or she could never have effected a cure la this case; for tho lady
in question was a veritable Puritan.
"A father came to me and engaged
my professional services In tho case of
his son, who was bout on marrying n
girl whom tho father did not wish him
to marry. I did not believe my client
was giving me the real cause of hU
objection, and I set about discovering
it. Diagnosis Is as much tho principal
part of our profession as of medicine.
I found that the cause of disease In
this case was in my client himself, lie
had injured the father of thejglrl, who
had been his friend. After much difficulty I convinced him of his fault and
persuaded him to go to his friend and
make reparation. After this there was
no objection to the wedding, and two
lovers were made happy.
"And you were well paid?"
There are no
"Very well, Indeed.
troublesuot even at times sickness
and death so dreaded as those we remove. In this ense I have just mentioned every member of both families
was so delighted that, in addition to
our fee of $100, all sent us checks aggregating $2,000."
"Do you keep a record of your
cases?"
"Certainly, nnd it Is now a 'long one.
We also classify them. We have thus
fur on our list 125 husbands and wives
reunited after separation and seventy-fou- r
after legal divorce and thirty-sevesons and eighteen daughters
who had left homo in enmity restored.
Besides these, we have a great many
cases which we put down under the
head of scattering.
These scattering
cases are very numerous."
"I see," 1 said, thou, after some
thought, eontii.iied:
"I would Iilc your services In a case
of my own. Siy wife has recently become infatuated with a little whipper-snappe- r
ten years her junior, neglecting me and her children. If you will
restore her to her senses I will give
you the biggest fee you have ever had."
Within a fortnight, by previous arrangement with n:e, Mrs. Bliss obtained
a place with my wi'o as a seamstress.
influI not only wished the healer-tence her, but to make a note of her
clandestine meetings with her lover.
At the end of a wetUc Mrs. Bliss disappeared from my hbuse, nnd I received the following nAte from her husn

. .

BOOK BINDERS

hejew-riexic-

ti

a

tyst Iodern Bock Bindery in the Southwest
Publishers New Mexico Supreme Court Decisions.
LEGAL BLANKS Wholesale or Retail A SPECIALTY
Records

DAILY PASSENGER SCHEDULE.

RHEUMATISM'."
Train

The Causes and Symptoms of Urio
Acid In the Blood.
Rluumutlsm, so called, Is probably
as common as any nilmeut one evei
bears of, and yet if one were to, analyze carefully the average case of rheumatism the result would doubtless
show that the disease was something
very different Indeed from the real
thing. Almost everybody when suffering from a slight stiffness of n Joint or
a muscular soreness promptly makes a
diagnosis of rheumatism when In reality the case Is nothing more than what
In technical language Is known as
sometimes called American
gout.
The real disease of rheumatism Is the
result of an accumulation in the blood
of Imperfectly converted food, principally uric acid. This accumulation Is
due to intemperance In eating and
drinking and Insufficient active exercise.
Heredity in some cases seems to play
nn Important part. In the groat majority the symptoms follow a' regular order, beginning with a feellug of fullness and discomfort after meals, Indigestion, nausea and an unpleasant
taste in the mouth, followed by throbbing hendnche, nervous irritability and
vertigo, muscular pains which may be
confined to one or more muscles or skip
ubout them one to another. Lastly, nnd
In most cases the most troublesome of
all symptoms, Is depression of spirits,
the patient Imagining that he has all
sorts of ailments. Persons suffering
from mental disorder as a result of this
disease have been known to commit
suicide. Fortunately these cases are
not common, but It should be remembered that they are among the possibilities A Doctor In New York World,
STAGESTRUCK.
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NEW

Mail and Passenger Line between
Roswell, N. M ,. and Torrance, N. M.,
dally Sunday Included, connection
wlih all trains on the Rock Island
and Santa Fe Cential Railways.
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
Leave Torrance cn arrival of Rock

DAILY

i

NEV

NEW MEXICAN REVIEW W'kly.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO Spanish

in.

a. m.
a. m.
a. m.

MEXICO.

Island train due at 2 a. m.
Running time between the two
points 5 hours, meals furnished at
Camp Needmore, free of charge.
Excursion parties accommodated by
notifying the company two days in
advance.
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Morton

COMPANY.

Milfer, Secretary and

C7

Marager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
Money Lent on Approved Security.

Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.
RENTS COLLECKB AND TAXES

Business of

PAID,

Attended to.

Non-Residc-

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room Hoatse. Large.
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Frmt Trees.
--

Ifit

rlct

)in N. Ill

Avntit.

OUTE
The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo is Via the

Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the
San Joan country of Colorado.
For information as to rtues, train service, descriptive literature, etc., call on or address
F. II. McBRIDE, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. A T. A,
Denver, Colo.
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It will positively bring results.
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BLANK BOOK
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V

manufacturers
First-Clas- s

POSSIBLE FIGURES.

4T LOWEST

MEXICAN
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.

10
30
10 85
S 45
9 23

Two of the best known and best
machine
for all purposes on the
Address all communications and
market,
nulrles to tne

Similarity of Writing.
"From my pile of autographs I take
one of a statesman well known and lay
it side by side with the autographs of
a great author and a great ecclesiastic," writes a British publicist. "All
three are very small, exquisitely neat,
very little slanted, absolutely legible.
Well as I knew the throe writers, 1
doubt if I could tell which wrote
which. Tbey were Cardinal Manuing,
Will
Mr. Fronde and Lord Rosebery.
the experts tell me If in this case similarity of writing bodied forth similarity of gifts or qualities?"

ADDRFSS
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40 a. m.

Agents for the Bulck Automobiles, one of the best known
Best Machines for all purposes on the market.
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Arrive
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Roswell Automobile Co.

Growth of Rocks. '
Rocks do not grow In the sense that
a pluut grows. They may Increase by
accretion, and they may undergo cbem-ica- l
change. The old sea bed, being
lifted up, becomes sandstone and limestone. The volcanic ush and lava
strewn over the plains become tyu,
hard enough for building stone. The
pebbly shore of a river becomes conglomerate. The simple mineral does
grow, however, when It takes n crystal
form. The sparkling prism of quartz
Increases from an atom to a crystal
ns large as a forearm by a process of
addition and assimilation, wonderfully
slow but beautifully regular, exactly
as crystals of ice form on the window
pane.

rnnr-iYW---

Arrive .,
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Raton

,
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Roswell
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Matrimonial.
Three Germans were sitting at luncheon recently and were overheard
the second marriage of a mutual friend when one of them remark-

7

Leave (a)
Leave. . ,

"Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 124, arriving
in Dawson, N, M at 0:10 p. m.
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 123; leaving
Dawson, N. M at 10:0i5 a. m.
(a) Track Connection with A., T. & S. F, Ry,
Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
(b)
Livery Service to Van Houten, N. M.
(c) Track Connection with E. P. & S. W. Ry.
J. VAN HOUTEN, V. P. & Gen. Mgr. W. A. GORMAN, G. F. and P. A.

account:
"It was while holding the humble
position of clerk at a hat store in Cincinnati that Mr. McKinley became
stagestruck and ouce confessed that
ho did not outgrow his desire to become an actor for many years afterward. This desire arose through witnessing the Shakespearean plays as
presented hy tho errant iaAdtfm,. .HVl
win Forrest, for whom Mr. McKinley
conceived a great admiration.
" 'Imagine my feelings,' the president said on one occasion when relating his boyish ambitions, 'when Forrest walked Into our store one day to
make a purchase. I rushed to the
front lu order to serve my Ideal hero
of the theater. The sale, however, was
made by an older clerk, but I was
given the privilege of pressing and
stretching the bat. The great actor
stood near me, observing my work, and
the smile of appreciation which ha
gave me was one of the events of my
youth.' "Scrap Book.
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An Incident of the Boyhood Days of
William McKinley.
One does not readily associate our
martyred president, William McKinley,
with an ambition to become
but "in a grouping of eminent personages who have conceived at one time
or another In their lives a passion to
tread the boards we find the subjoined

VO

Dlst, from
Ratiin
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All Work Guaranteed

Best Equipped and

Loose Leaf Ledgers Commercial Bank Books
and Briefs for Lawyers.

REAL

-

O

The line of "lis railway from Raton to Cimarron, N.
M, Including the Koehler Branch, is now open for
FREIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic. Due notice will
be given ot opening of other extensions.

But the healers earned their money.
F. A. MITCHEL,

band:
ed:
We regret to Inform you that In jour
"I'll tell you vhat. A man vhat marenso wo have found our first absolute
ries de second time don't deserve to
defeat, It would be Impossible to con
vtnro a man so utterly unworlhy of a have lost his first vhifo."-Ll- fe.
noble woman, so lnsensll pie to his own
defects, that in him lies lie cause of his
Tho Kind T?iey Fool.
domestic wour.tl. Your w e has eonfoss-allo- r I
ed that her supposed c
Is really
He Some girls are awfully conceither nephew, whom you have never till ed.
She -- Why? He -- They'll brag
recently keen. She has Been pretending
fool of a man that was
to flirt with him. hoping t Bknie you and about making a
never anything else, Detroit Free
ue allegiance.
brluf,' you back to your
rress.
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What to Do When Bilious.
The right thing to do when yon
I'eel bilious Is to take a dose
of
When in need of anything on earth,
Chamberlain's
Stomach
and Liver try a New Mexican want atl. It will
Tablets. They will cleanse the stompositively bring result.!.
ach and regulate the liver and bowels. Try It. Price 25 cents. Samples
I
CN SELL
free at all drug stores.
Your Real Estate or Business
Nu Matter Where Located
For Rheumatic Sufferers.
The quick relief from pain afforded Properties and Business of all kinds
sold quickly for "".sh in all parts of the
by applying Chamberlain's Pain Ralm
United St tes. Don't wait. Writ- - tomakes it a favorite with sufferers from
day describing what you have to sell
rheumatism, sciatica, lame back, lum- ar.d
give cash price on same.
bago, and deep seated and muscular
IF YO
WANT TO BUY
nains. For sale by all i.rugg'sls.
any kind of Uusineus or Real Estate
mywepre, al any mice, write me your
Skin Disease of Twenty Years'
1
can save you time
eipiiromeutK.
Standing Cured.
mil money.
I want you to know
how much
OAVID P. TAFF,
Chamberlain's Salve has done for me.
THE LAND MAN.
It has cured my face of a skin dis115 Kansas .avenue,
ease of almost twenty years' stand- roPEKA.
KANSAS.
ing. I have been treated by several
as smart physicians as we have in
this country and they did me no
good, but two boxes of this salve has
The
cured me. Mrs. Fannie Griffin, Troy,
'!
American
s
Chamberlain's
Is
Salve
Alabama,
for
Collection
sale by all druggists.

Up to date

While making a journey recently I
fell In with a married couple who for
urbaulty, fheerfulness, kindliness, In
deed ever trait calculated to make
their own nnd other lives pleasant,
beat anything I had ever met.
"I have been trying," 1 said to the
gentleman, "to fix in my mind what
your calling may be. I can't quite
make you out. You are neither a lawyer, a doctor nor a clergyman. Nor do
you appear to be a man of business."
The gentleman pulled a card from
bis pocket and handed it to me. I read;

Railway Company.

trr

ffdvTse" you" to" read
w:bulcT
them over every day for a month.
I took Mr. Bliss' advice and at the
end of a week ate humble pie nnd paid
a largo fee for the privilege of being
convinced that It was my duty to do so,

ItsfeiTT'

Original.

Thursday

1907.

25,

St. Louis. Rocky Mountain and Pacific

Rail-

way Company

Effective

FEBRUARY

MONDAY,
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SHORT STORY
Specially Selected From Among Best
Short Story Writers of the Day.
All Are Bright, Catchy and
Entertaining.
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residence lots, also

oat with broad 10 and

GOLD

street,

70-fo- ot

tlxUS feet, laid

with alleys 10 feet

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
ihade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; church-
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es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several large mercantile establishments; the 3elen Patent Roll-

by CUarlon W. Huuke.

L00,:0,,0,000,,0',000
outside the door of Aus
and fixed a dollai
ITAUSKD
a corner of It would
stick out of uiy waistcoat pocket
There was no use asking him whethei
be needed money. He would always
repel the Insinuation, even when lw
hadn't had any luncheon and was Acres
eyed with hunger. Neither could he b
caught by au open display of colu 01
bills, 'but If a bit of money was hi
sight aid Austen didn't know that the
owner thereof was aware of It he
would eetray his need by occasional
glances full of gentle and pathetic long
iHg.

miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

1,000 taurine

HEART of
Copyright,

Men ii II

Old Mexico.
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er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels, restaurants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
for wool, flour, wheat, wino, beans and hay in Central New

Its importance as s great commercial railroad
eity U the xeai fstus eamiot fct etvtuMbi.
Mexico.

The

j

Ftitttfc Raikoad Metropolis of New Mexico.
of Santa Fe R'y
Located on Helen Cut-of- f

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the
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Let me hasten to say that Austen
was not a failure in the ordinary, old
fashioned way. lie used to make
good living from Illustrations, covei
designs and the better kind of potboll-loIn general, but he had a serious Illness,, and while he lay unconscious
some of his friends became overanxious and ' called lu too much medical
talent. lit the present state of the
world Austeii might better have died,
perhaps, tlmu have contracted such a
heavy debt. Me paid it and hadn't n
penny with which to begin work.
Conditions have changed in the last
ten or fifteen years, and capital is es
seutial to the artist. Life presses him
so hard that he can't both work and
live unless he has money in the bank
or enjoys some form of special favoi
from those who have. Otherwise be
will- be like a swimmer In an undertow
the best that he can hope for Is tc
keep )iis nose above water.
When 1 entered the studio, Austen
was admiring the last fruit of his own
toil, it was a little thing in oil, a girl
looking at a shield which bore a device
of a heart of gold and a scroll In which
one could discover the date Keb. 14.
I took It to be a cover design for a
February Issue of a magazine or for
some special purpose Incident to St,
Va(ent1ae's day, and I deplored the
waste of time. It was then the tenth
day of the shortest nionthaud this
thing could not bo used by anybody
until next year.
"What do you think of It?'" he asked.
"It's a beauty," I replied. "You'll
sell It i f you live."
"No, 1 won't,'.' said he, with decision.
"I didn't make it to sell."
ily mouth was open to reply that he
shoulda't make anything for any other
purpose when the picture itself checked me. A Ilas,h of memory Illumined
my understanding.
"Isn't that the girl I saw her only
enee the girl who"
"Yes," said be, Interrupting. "It
the girl who makes all other girls look
like like the crude and meaningless
objects which I usually draw when I
try to draw girls. But this is different,
Isn't It!"
,
"My boy, you are right," Said I. "This
Is the only genuine, and all others are
base imitations. AVhat are you going
to do with It?"
"I shall commit the gross absurdity
of sending It to her as a valentine,"
said he. "Wish I could afford a frame,
but I can't. The express charges will
wind me up. In fact"
His eye at
that wement lighted upon the green
bait protruding from my waistcoat
pocket, aud he gave a little gasp as a
man sometimes will when his stomach
la empty.
"However." he continued, "she won't
be bound to go to the expense of framing It. She' can ask the butler to set
it In the back cellar Just as It Is and

quent than tney used to be, but we are
still Imperfectly civilised, find there are
parts of the golden wall which a poor
man can see over. Austen was bolh
susceptible and constant nud likely to
have trouble enough without adding a
hopeless love.
I did uot then know that Miss
had any considerable sum of money iu her own right or any expectations beyond the share In her father's
estate which would eventually fall to
her, which, unless 1 misjudged Mr.
t'opelaud, would not be liberal If his
daughter should marry a poor man,
aud might be nothing ut all. The true
state of tlw young lady's finances 1ms
since become known 'to me, and 1 am
willing to admit that my conduct toward Austen was not calculated to
subserve his best worldly Interests.
In short, to drop the style of envious
sarcasm which we who live In cities
Cope-lan-

d

WAS

ADMIBINO THUS LAST FBTJIT
OK BIB TOII,,

know that my feelings are safe, because I shall never find out what becomes of It."
,
"Isn't she in the city?"
he.
"I
the
said
"No,"
guess
family
will live In MoiTlstown all winter unless they g abroad. I've been asked
to go out, but I haven't any clothes,
and the round trip costs $1.20. The
chances are, old man, that I shall never
see heir again, und so I thought I'd better paint this portrait from memory
right now, I'm iu danger of forgetting
her," be added, with a mournful smile.
On the contrary, it bad been my
opinion that Austen was very greatly
In danger of not forgetting her. She
was, to all luleuta and purposes, au Inhabitant of another planet, and it was
extremely unfortunate that be bad evw

want to wake up," said I.
"He has caught on."
"How do yon meau?" said he.
"He's been doing some swell stuff,"
I replied, "and It isn't for sale. When
I was lu his studio this afternoon there
was a uiau trying to Induce him to sell
did
thing It was,
a cover
too aud Austen wouldn't let go."
"Did he say It was ordered V"
"No," said I. "He could sell It, but
he won't. He's feeling pretty sure of
himself these days. I shouldn't be surprised If your friends across the square
were stocking up with some of his
work."
"Tell him to come down here and see
me," said the editor.
"He won't," said I. "He's got something else on his mind."
The editor drummed on his table nud
whistled softly. I was afraid to say a
word more and instantly took my departure.
I went across the square to those
"friends" of .the editor's whom I had
found, of
mentioned to him. There
course, another magazine's art editor,
aud to him 1 told the same tale. Then
I met a good fellow on the street who
knew Austen, and 1 prevailed upon
him to carry my story tnto two other
publishing houses.
I
About limolitlme lt imt
went to Ihe building where Austen has
into my
bis studio and nearly
friend and art editor No. 1. They were
going out lo luncheon together on tho
A. li's treat, which he would subsequently work into au expensive bill. I
(lodged behind the elevator shaft aud
then followed cautiously. When I had
trailed them to a restaurant, I ran over
"You

design-splen-

cept that he was sure tnat my pic.
was for Harrison," ho coutiuued.
"Well a well! He offered cash too.
If I hadn't Just eaten a full meal the
temptation would have killed mo."
"Good clothe sustain a man, too,"
suld I, aud he grinned at me.
"Markhain was In later," said he.
"He was very easy."
Marklmm was one of the men whom
my emissary had seen.
"And you diilu't sell?" I asked.
"Not for a million dollars. Sell her?
I guess not. I agreed after considerable persuasion" and he grinned with
great enjoyment "to do something else
for the getitlemeu. They agreed to pay
cash because they thought I didn't
need It, shiver their blasted timbers!
"But the valentine goes," he added.
"Nothing can stop that now. Heart of
gold! The dross of this world cannot

1

1

iCSTKN

plied.

"I'M GLAD TOC PUT

THIS," HB

MB OK TO

to get art editor No. 2 and brought htm
to that same chophouse.
"By jingo:" 1 whispered as we came
lu. "That accounts for it."
He looked across to where Austet.
and art editor No. 1 were sitting, nud
then he drew a long breath.
"I'm glad you put me on to this," he
said. "Austen must be right in It.
This Is the first time In it year Hint
I've seen him with his trousers pressed." I blessed myself for my vi 'It to

Cope-land-
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REMOVERS.

Medicine can be removed by soaking
In alcohol.
Stove polish, If washed while fresh
in cold water and soap, may easily bo

removed.
Mucus Is removed by soaking in ammonia water and then washing In cold
water and soap.
Milk or cream cun be removed readily by washing first In cold water, followed by a thorough soaping.
Scorch murks may be removed by
banging lu sunlight. This is most effective for only slight scorch.
Paint stains are removed by the use
Hub well
of benzine or turpentine.
with the benzine or turpentine. For
delicate colors chloroform In naphtha
Is best.
Perspiration discoloratlons are tukcu
out by either soap solution and sunshine or by javello water. Place In
sunshine after washing with soapsuds.
Javelle water Is excellent for white

k

Wells Fargo

Company

ixpress.
General Express Forwarders
TO

All

Parts of the World.
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Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells

Fargo

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Ccrarja. LVe:cc
and all Foreign Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

goods.

Papering Whitewashed Walla.
Rooms whose walls have been whitewashed or calcimiued present a difficult problem when one wishes to paper
them. The asunl method Is to "size"
the walls with a sticky preparation
of molusses, vinegar- - milk or glue to
"kill" the lime so tnat the paper wP)
stick. Here Is a tmtch better way that
has proved perfectly satisfactory. Simply wet up the usual paste with vinegar Instead of water aud add 5 cents'
worth of glue for each ordinary sized
room. Brush the walls well with a dry
broom to removo any dust or loose
particles, put on the paper In tho usual
way and be assured that It will stay
there.

J. D. BARNES, Agent.
A

Typewriter
ft
fKbu&k

of any otner vriting
machine.

Easy.

"BLAST yOUB BLOOMIN' TOP LIOH1S, THEY
DIO.N'l OUT IT I"

buy my poor tribute which I shall lay
at her feet. Aud a little Just a wee
little blt--of hope will go with It now."
There was a moment's pause. Then
the pawnbroker and the little tailor he
softly repeated the word "dross,"
and also thanked Providence that I which he had uttered with n fine
a
bud put two dollar bill Into the pock- scorn, and at the same time he put
et of the trousers. Otherwise Austen both hands Into the side pockets of the
might have pawned the suit ;;ain coat which I had redeemed, and when
when the tailor brought it around to he pulled them out they were full of
the studio. money.
About 5 o'clock that afternoon I
However, lest I should seem to be
dropped In upon Austen. He was taking credit to myself for the success
smoking a good cigar and sketching a of a man now widely praised and
greatly envied, let me explain that my
design in charcoal on n canvas.
He shut his teeth hard upon tho little coup was nothing to the one
cigar aud looked at me with half shut which Austen himself achieved. I
.
shudder to think what he would have
eyes.
"Well, blast your bloomlu' top lights, lost If he hud sold the valentine as I
had planned.
they didn't get It!" said be.
For the memory portrait of Miss
"Who didn't get what?" said I.
"I've had three of 'em here today," Copelund made a tremendous hit In
be responded. "Went to lunch with that young lady's exalted social sphere.
Harrison. Yes, yes; you were there. I It started Austen on a brilliant and reas a painter of porforgot. Well, after lunch we came munerative career
back here, and Harrison made another traits for those fortunate persons who
can afford to lavish money on a good
play for my valentine. Actually offered me cash, and he tried to find out man's work, and It was thus that he
a position which enabled him
what 1 was going to do with It. tidn't galued
to win the hand of the lady without exrecognize the portrait. Thought I'd
her to the paternal malediction.
got a new model, confound him. After posing
Iu fact, the old gentleman behaved
be was gone Jarbeau appeared.
I
think be'd been waiting around out- very nicely.
side."
How
Points on Our Stars?
Jarbeau was the art editor whom I 'Most ofMany
us, if asked how many points
had taken to luncheon.
a star should have would say five and
..'i.had a similar circus with him, ex- - cite the flag as proof, but the director
of the mint has corrected this misapNEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
prehension In answering an inquiry on
Herewith are some bargain offered the subject. He calls attention to the
by the Ntw Mexican Printing Com fact that the stars on the great seal of
pany: : Code of Civil Procedure ot the the United States and ou the seal of
Territory ot New Mexico, 1897, sheet the president are five pointed, but that
bound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri toe stars are six pointed on the seal
Pleading forms, $6; Missouri Code of the house of representatives, and,
Pleadings, 16; the two for $10; Adapt- further, to the six pointed stars on the
ed to New Mexico Code, Lews of New obverse of the half aud quarter dollar
Mexico. 1899, 1901, and 1903, English coins and the five pointed stars ou the
leather, S3; 1905 English and Spanish reverse. The reverse of these coins is
and Spanish pamphlet, 12.25; full a copy of the great seal with the
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather - $3.50; clouds aud stars omitted. So far as
Sheriff's
Flexible
Pocket known, the six pointed star comes
Cover
or from copying the colonial coins made
two
Docket,
single, $1.25:
more books, $1 each; New Mexico 8u after the manner of English heraldry.
prerae Court Reports, No 3 to 10, in- which sanctions that star. The stars.
clusive, delivered at publisher's price, on the flag are copied from the Wash
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation lngton coat of arms.
Youth's Coni
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws, (anion.
50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
Reports, full sheep, $6.60, delivered;
8triotly Busineas.
full list school blanks.
It you cannot afford tc say for a
"The graspln'est man I ever know
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
W," said Uncle Jerry Peebles, "was an
"When in need ot anything on earth, Id chap named Snoopins. Somebody
New Mexican Review and
get tne
ad. It will told him once that when be breathei
cream of the week's doings. It la
try a New Mexican want
he took In oxygen and gave out car
positively bring results.- good paper to send to your friends
bou. He spent a whole day tryln' tl
find out which of them two gases coat
yuu HUlUUt KUUIU w VJ iu,
nsnnr. subscribe for tha Wfteklv the most If you have to buy' em. He
Hon of the attractive circular.
Maw Mavtan RavIaw and oat th
wanted to know whether he was maH-II
. ..
.
.
out by the New 1raniuwn prim
a
WAAk'a dnlnca.
in I m
It la a
or losln' money when be breathed."
4. ;in;.'ir
im
-kU.tv.is.,
send to tout Mends.
"Chicago Tribune.
HUD.

now adopt when we speak of the rich,
1
honestly thought that It would be a
double error for Austeu to send this
.
remarkable valeutlue to Miss
In 'the first place, he couldn't
afford to do so, for the picture was
amazingly good, and, with a slight suppression of the likeness, would certainly be salablo some time. Iu the second
place, It could not fall to evoke an answer from Sllss Copeland and thus revive an acquaintance which could only
result In pain and disappointment to
my friend.
"Billy," said I, "you mustn't commit
this folly. Here's the best thing you
have ever done, and you ought to work
it so that you can set yourself on your
feet again."
"Yes?" said he. "How hard do you
suppose the express company will swat
me to take this out to Morristown?"
And again he eyed the corner of my
dollar.
I argued the case with him, but 1
might as well have addressed my remarks to the jointed dummy of wood
which he used as a model. The best
I could do was to persuade him to bold
the picture two or three days before
sending It. He bad Intended to ship It
right away, In fear lest the landlord
might do something disagreeable In
the way of padlocking the door or otherwise attempting to collect the rent
by violence.
I lent Austen the dollar, and while
he was boiaing It In his hand and constare
templating It wttb a trance-lik- e
I deftly picked the Inside breast pocket
of bis waistcoat, which be bad fastened to the bookcase with a thumb tack.
From this pocket I drew an envelope
containing all that wag left of Austen's
pawnable possessions, and I succeeded
In getting the ticket for a fine suit of
clothes which be had bought just before his illness. Then, having restored
the envelope with the remainder of Its
contents, I departed hastily.
After visiting the pawnbroker's and
a little tailor's shop I called upon the
art editor of one of our leading magazines, and, having justified my visit by
some rather neat lying, I said to him:
"Who's buying Harry Austen's stuff
now?"
"Didn't know anybody waa," be re- -

STAIN

Teacher Now, boys, what Is the virV
tue of magnanimity? Pupils
Aw?
Teacher-W- hat
Is It if a big boy wantThe New Mexican Trinting Company claims to do the best
ed an apple very badly and were to
meet a small boy with one lu a place printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a specialty
where nobody could, take the small of better
grades of printing and binding caters particularly to
Class (with eager Illumiboy's part
who want something a little out of the
people
ordinary or n little
Dat's a cluchl Baltimore
nation)
better than the average does not claim to be the cheapest in thf
American.
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the price
A Discarded Jack.
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of the
"J'uck," said the one lu chiffon, "pro.
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with th& Comme
to
last
posod
night."
TSe one lu gauze smiled.
pany in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
"He doosu't do It at all well, does be,
Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, .N M.
deal?" she said. Chicago News.

-

'Tls better to win men's esteem than
their wonder.

Rubber Stamps

Books That Helped,
"What books have helped you most?"
asked the sincere and serious young
wotnau.
"I can't recall all of 'em," answered
Mr Cumrox, "but they were mostly
stores with love and fighting In them.
You see, I was in the book selling business when I begati to get prosperous;"

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP

WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MOBS
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THSY SATS
HONEY
TIMI;, ANP TIME

Washington Star.
Explosive.
The Count Have you asked for ze

youug lady's hand yet?
The Duke-Y-es.
and I think light- bg must have struck the telephone.
The Count Ahl Maybe the wlrea
ale crossed!
Duke-N- o.
I think It Is her fa.
titer who Is crossed. Chicago News.
:h

PRICE-LIS-

The universe Is not rich enough to
y the vote of au honest man. Greg

..... ......

e

t

Why Bulls Hate a Red Flag.
In the first place, says an English
rrlter, red Is a color to which cattle
ire unaccustomed, so that they may
;uturally be supposed to be startled
ty Its very novelty. Scientists show
the sensation of red to be the complement of i,at of green, being induced
by exactly opposite affections of the
'retina. If the eyes of cattle are constructed ou a similar principle to pur
own the continual contemplation of
green, as In trees and herbage, must
produce a state of retinaj fatigue, pro-disposing n violent excitement of tha
retina Immediately a red substauce la
presented to view.
k

one-ha-

lf

iiH,

Is

New Mexican advertisers get trade.

T

.1
Stamp, not over 2 inche log
Each additional line on same ttimy, 10c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 J and not ever 3 J inches long. .kt
Each additional line on same at&mp; 15
Outline Stamp, over 3 and not over i inches long. . . .U
Each additional line on tame (tamp, E0.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 6 Inches 10', pei inch
Each additional line, earn fries.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two linea.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches laug wty, tie tzXzi
Larger ekes at proportionate pnaw.
Where type need i ?ver one naif inch ui
we charge
inch ot fraeiica,
for nua line tor each
DATES, ETC.
51. W
Local Dater, any town and date for ten yeiri
0e
Ledger Dater, month, day aid year in
(Se
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Band Date?
f 1.80
JTac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wx4 (hit, 1M
Pearl Check Protector . .
18
SELF INKING STAMP PADS,
2 So;
ljxtf, 10c; 2i3, lie;
itc; !x8i Ife;
One-lin-

pe

The New Mexican Printing Company
prepared to do the best of brief
work In short order and at very reasonable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
have their briefs printed rapidly and
correctly and to present them to the
Supreme Court now In session here
on time, should call on the New Mexican Printing Company and leave their
orders.
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FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDKIM
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J1EW PEXICAJS PRlfJTIjtfG CO.
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MONDAY,

1907.

28,
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By The fcelaadlYo Pharmacy

Receive Them. Quick Service Oar Specialty.

Leave Yoa Orders With Us and Notice How Promptly

BAIS,

GOCES,

BUTCHERS

!

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
No.

250 San Francisco Street.
Meat Market Telephone No. 40.

No. 4.

rocery Telephone

Dr. William D. Radellffe, of Raton, WOMAN MAKES
treasurer of the Territorial Board of
LONG RIDE
Health, was an arrival this morning in
Santa Fe. lie came to attend a meet(Continued from Page Four)
On Horseback Overland Trip By At
ing of the members of the organizatorney and Mrs. Osburn of
Mrs. Harry V. Kelly and son, of tion relative to the medical hill which
350 Miles.
nres-en- t
Is
the
It
to
have
to
by
a
visit
passed
are
on
hoped
East Las Vegas,
Legislature.
friends, in Albuquerque.
Spending eight consecutive days in
Charles S. Peterson of East Las
Dr. H. M Smith and wife of East
is a feat few women can
Last Vegas, have gone to Chicago for Vegas returned to the Capital this the saddle
forenoon from Albuquerque where he boast of even in New Mexico where
a short visit.
the feminine contingent Is as much at
Hon. and Mrs, Eduardo Martinez, has been on business several days.
Attorney Nelll B. Field Is among home on horseback as are the men.
of Anton Cliico, are visiting In the
Mrs. J. G. Osburn, of Artesla, has
Meadow City. Mr. Martinez is a well the Albuquerqueans now in the Capbedone it and la proud of the performknown merchant and stock raiser of ital, Ho is here on legal business
She Is an enthusiastic horseance.,
Territorial
Court.
fore
the
Supreme
Guadalupe County.
R. V. Hadden, the civil and mining woman and likes nothing better than
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Crane, of New
Ala cross country jaunt mounted on her
York City, who have been house engineer, who is secretary of the
r favorite
pony and escorted by her
and Mrs. L. buquerque Boosters' Club, was a
Biiests of
husband who Is also an expert rider.
today In the Capital.
Bradford Prince for the past three
Mr. and Mrs. Osburn arrived In the
Richard Brady, a tourist from Ro- weeks, have gone to Albuquerque and
Chester, New York, arrived in Santa! city a few days ago from Artesia,
are guests at the Alvarado Hotel.
J. Moran, of Fe this morning and Is stopping at' having covered the entire distance of
Dr. and Mrs. M.
about three hundred and fifty miles
in the city. Dr. the Claire.
arrived
have
Doming,
That funny fellow, V. H. Dearstyne, on horseback. Mr. Osborn is a lawfrom
Moran is the Representative
Grant and Lima Counties in the As- traveling salesman for the Peters yer 'by profession and had legal busiPaper Company of Denver, was an ness to attend to at the Capital In
sembly.
SuJ. F. Huckle, Superintendent or the arrival yesterday in Santa Fe and to- connection with the Territorial
wife suggested that
Court.
His
on
local
trade.
the
preme
called
Har,
of
the
day
art
and
curio
department
Miss Constance L. Abbott, of Albu- they make the trip together overland
vey Eating House system is spending
these days in Flagstaff, Arizona, ar- querque, daughter of Judge Ira A. Ab- instead of traveling by train as the
to weather was springlike and the roads
ranging for the opening of the new bott, came with her father today
in good condition. He didn't require
was
She
the
by
accompanied
Capital.
at
Hotel
that
point.
Harvey
M.
of
Dora
Miss
her
any
at
coaxing when he saw the oppor
Edwards,
merchant
guest,
Cecello Rosenwald,
tunity for an outing en route both
Mr. Haverhill, Massachusetts.
Las Vegas, is in the Capital.
J. P. MeNulty, of Cerrillos, manager ways and preparations' were at once
Rosenwald arrived here last night
from the Meadow City. He came to of the American Turquoise Company, made for the horseback trip to Santa
watch Legislative proceedings and to was in the clt;; today on business. Fe.
The journey overland to this city
feel the pulse of the Legislators re his company was oerentiant in error
a
garding the proposed division of San in case today before the Territorial proved to be as enjoyable as the travelers could have wished. They seSupreme Court.
Miguel County.
Robert P. Ervion, manager of the cured their meals and lodgings at
Charles C. Bell, of Silver City, Is
registered at the Claire. Mr. Boll is electric light plant at Clayton, and a ranch houses or hotels along the
a lawyer by profession and is here on member of the Territorial Board of way, and are delighted with the open
Equalization, Is in the Capital and a handed hospitality shown them during
legal business.
the trip.
E. M. Sandoval, a rancher at Cabe- - guest at the Palace.
They met many nice people among the natives as well as the
ihsi
zon, Sandoval county, arriven
Americans and they know more about
night In the Capital.
true western hospitality now than
Mrs. Carl A. Dalies, wife of Councilman Dalies, returned yesterday eventhey did previously. la most cases
(Continued from Page Five.)
proffers of money for board and lodging from Willard, and is with her husing were refused even though they
band again at the Palace.
Judge N. B. Laughlln was able to were perfect strangers to their Im
Dr. T. B. Hart, of Raton,
Board of be at his office today after being
of the New Mexico
promptu hosts and hostesses.
to his home several days on ac"We were Just eight days on the
Health, is a visitor in the Capital. He
count
of
a
of
recurrence
his old road coming here, and our horses
arrived in the city last night and was
trouble of chills and fever.
stood the trip nicely," Mr. Osburn said
joined here by several of his colThree car loads of Immigrant out- In discussing the journey with a re
leagues in the medical profession who
"From
are interested in the creating of a fits were handled yesterday over the porter of the New Mexican.
legislative act preventing the issuance Santa Fe Central Railway from Tor- Artesla we went west through Lincoln
to
of licenses to doctors in New Mexico rance. Two of them were billed for and Fort Stanton, thence north
either permanent or temporary with- Estancia and one for Moriarty. They White Oaks, Corona, and the Estancia
out a careful examination as to the came from points in Kansas and Okla Valley. When we return home we will
homa.
Today two cars were handled take a different route so as not to go
qualifications of the candidates.
of Duluth, Minnesota, by this road at Kennedy, tne care oam. j aver the same road twice and be able
.1. H. Eh!e,
father of Edward Ehle, the 'haberdash- lug west over the Santa Fe and belli 1 to see as much of tn cnimirv o poa.
er, arrived In Santa. Fe last week and transferred at that, point to the Cen slble. In coming here we traveled on
Mountains
will remain for a short visit with his tral. The two latter cars were from me side of the Jlcarilla
son. M. Ehle is delighted with the Lyons and El Dorado, Kansas, respec and we will take the opposite side
going back.
climate of Santa Fe and says that he lively, and were bound for Moriarty.
Freight traffic is quite heavy at
"On the eight days that we were
can hardly realize the change from
Santa Fe Central en route here we did not encounter
a land wlttt Hiree rcet oi snow every present on the
where to a land where the sunshine Railway and especially on commodi- any untoward weather excepting a
Yesterday's slight shower upon nearlng Santa Fe.
is perpetual and one can walk about ties shipped to
train had nine full cars of We were accorded hospitality such as
without an overcoat.
Charles C. Neff, a health seeker freight for Estancia, two cars of im- is shown wayfarers in no other place
from New York City, is a recent ar- migrant outfits, two cars of furniture, except In the Southwest and everyrival In Santa Fe, and is domiciled In two cars of coul, one car of stoves thing contributed to the pleasure of
a tent cottage at. Sunmount. Mr. Neff and one ear of flour, in addition to our trip. We were nfforded an opporis an attorney by profession. He is consignments in less than car load tunity of inspecting at close range the
lots.
country over which we traveled and
delighted with the (climate.
Spring is here and its time to noie the progress that Is being made
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Lyng returned
home last night after a two weeks' spring something new. Elegant made In its development."
"When we reach home we will have
visit among relatives and friends at to order suits at moderate, prince.
NATHAN SALMON.
traveled 1,200 miles on horseback In
Columbus and Portsmouth, Ohio, ReNicolas S. Herrera has secured a New Mexico," Mrs. Osburn remarked
turning they stopped for a day's
at both St. Louis and Kansas position as messenger for the local after her husband had finished a narCity. They found Mr. Lyng's aged office of the Postal Telegraph Com- rative of the trip. "In covering that
mother as hale and hearty as could pany. He was formerly employed In distance we have gone over different
be expected. Her home is in Colum- a similar capacity with the Western routes," she added with a convincing
t'nkm office.
smile in conclusion, "and we baven't
bus.
George F. Albright, one of the most seen anything that can compare with
A. B. Craycraft, the photographer.
In our Pecos Valley."
and .1. B. Hay ward, a visitor from experienced and skilled printers
the Territory and Fred Anderson have
Mr. Osburn was asked concerning
Spirit Lake, Iowa, returned lata last
the plant of the Sellers Print- tiis views with reference to the probought
of
several
from
an
days
outing
night
ing Company in Albuquerque and will posed creation of Artesia County out
spent among the cliff dwelling utns
hereafter conduct the establishment of parts of Chaves and Eddy Counties.
in Parajito Park
in the Duke City.
As the town he hails from will be the
Dr. F. E. Mora and W. W. Col belt
We can make any man proud of seat of government of the new county
returned Saturday evening from Parahis appearance If foe comes to us for If It is formed, the reporter was not
jito Park where they spent several his new
spring suit.
dwellcliff
surprised when Mr. Osborn stated
days exploring the ancient
NATHAN SALMON.
that he was heartily In sympathy with
ings.
the movement to add another county
B. G. Wilson, of Albuquerque, i f
Butchers' shipping certificates, such to the Pecos Valley. He said:
of the Continental Oil
"We 'have a very "promising counhas rooms at the Palace Htel. as are required by law, printed In
blank form by the New Mexican try and It is being settled rapidly. I
He is here on business.
have lived there long enough to real
Hon. Solomon Luna, president! of Printing Company.
something of what we have and I
the Bank of Commerce of Albuquer
MADRIL SCHEDULED
believe
that the new county now proa
on
train
was
today's
passenger
que,
FOR HEARING TODAY. posed will be a good thing. In artefor this city. He
from the
sia and the surrounding country the
is here on affairs connected with the
A hearing on pleadings for an ap- people are solidly In favor of It, and
session of the Legislative Assembly
Dr. G. W. Harrison, of Albuquerque, plication to file Information in the the indications would go to show that
are capable of running a county
president of the Territorial Board of nature of quo warranto proceedings they
against Jose Leon 'Madril was sched- government. .
Health, Is here and Interested in
"Artesia la little over three years
uled to come up today before Judge
proceedings.
Representative and Mrs. H. B. Holt, John R, McFie In the chambers of the old and is growing fast."
Mr. and Mrs. Osburn today remountMr.
Court.
of Las Cruces, reached the city at Territorial
Supreme
noon today and are domiciled at. the Madril Is a member of the board of ed their horses which have been givSanitarium. They brought with llsm county commissioners of Santa Fe en a good rest during their sojourn
their youngest child, a beautiful II tie County and the case Instituted Is for in the Capital and galloped southward
on their return trip to Artesia. With
girl two years of age. The child at- the purpose of testing the legality of
tracted universal attention on the his right to the office. It Is claimed favorable weather they expect to
train and was greatly admired by ill by the opposing counsel that he Is reach home by next week, Wednesday.
are counting on averaging from
) disqualified from holding public office They
those who saw It.
District Attorney and Mrs. Frank M'. under a Territorial statute because of forty to fifty miles dally the same as
Judge Mc- they did upon coming here.
Clancy, of Albuquerque, reached tie alleged disfranchisement.
city at noon today and will rermin Fie stated at noon today that he did
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
here several days. Mr. Clancy his not know whether or not he would be
Connection made with Automobile
business before the Territorial Su- able to hear the arguments In the
case today on account of the session Line at Torrance for Roswell dallv
preme Court.
Ro
Supreme Court. Automobile leaves Torrance
Judge Ira A. Abbott, of the Second of the Territorial
Judicial District Court, was among Mr. Madril has retained T. B. Catron well at 4 a. m. and arrives at ttnwt
it 12" noon. Automobile leavo Ro
those who arrived from the south to- as his attorney.
well for Torrance at 1 p. in. and srrlTqt
day. He was present at the sessions
The New Mexicin cau do printing at Torrance at 10 p. m The fare dp
of the Territorial Supreme Court thi&
t"
afternoon.
equal to that doDe !a any of the large tween Santa Fe and Torrance
Judge Frank W. Parker, of Las' cities. Our solicitor: Ever? piece of and between Torrance and Roswell
ni automobile b?
Cruces," member of the Territorial 'ork we turn out. Try our work once tlO. Reserve teat
J W. STOCK 1RD,
Supreme bench was an arrival on this and you will certainly come again. We wire.
noon's train from the south and this have all the facilities for turning out
Manager Autom MH LIti
afternoon participated Jn the sesslor every class of work, Including one of
New Milcan advertisers get trade.
the best binderies tn the west
of the court.

Personal Mention.

vis-to-

BONED

Bulk and Dwarf Nasturtium, ounce.
Onion Sets, per quart

HERRING.

Bayle's Boued Herring
nice for lunches.
Per nciind

in

bulk-- are

NEW GOODS.

GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS.
We have received our New Seeds.
We have a full line In packages and
in bulk. Also Onion Sets and Blue
Grass Seed.
An especially nice line of Sweet
Pea Seed, in bulk, many named varieties as well as the Eckford Mixture
which has proven so popular.
5c
Per ounce one kind
15c
Four ounces one kind
50c
Per pound

15c

PRINCE GEORGE.
Prince George is one of the biggest
selling 5c Cigars in Chicago. We
think it will prove a big seller in
Santa Fe.
Many smokers of 10r
Domestic Cigars have been able to
save quite a bit by smoking this Cigalas it seems to fill the bill as no other
5c Cigar can do.
$1.15
for
Twenty-fiv- e
$2.25
Box of fifty lor

30c

30c
Cullash in cans, each
(This is n complicated Chile stew
which originated in Hungary. This
lot. was made in Denmark.)
Turk & Pabst of Germany are now
putting up sandwich preparations in
collapseable tubes by reason of which
a portion may be used and the remainder preserved by screwing on the
cover.
We have Ancohovy Paste in this
package at
25c
Each
20c
Pates de Fois Oras, in cans
(This Is fat goose liver. Nice for
sandwiches.)

15c

FRESH OYSTERS.
Observe Lent and please your palate by using more of those Blue Point
Oysters which we are receiving direct from Long Island in our Sealship
No ice or water touches
carriers.
these Oysters from the time they are
shucked and placed in the enamelled
carriers until they reach us.
35c
Per pint of Solid Oyster Meat

Minor City Topics.

CANDY.

Our stock of Candy is always large
Always have the latest kinds.
35c
Per pound, in bulk
An especially nice line of Candy in
packages at
50c
Per pound
25c
Per
5c
Hyman's Toffee
half-poun-

COAL : WOOD

I

Genuine Cerrillos lump, ton.$G.OO
$3.75
Moncro lump
$5.50
Raton lump
Anthracite mixed, per ton..$S.75

(iPFirE; Garfield

1

(

$S.75
Anthracite furnace, ton
Sawed wood, per 1,000 lbs.. $3.00
$11.50
Four-foo- t
wood, per card

COAL

C-A-IPI-

Ave., Near A.. T.

YA-!R33- .

S.F.Depnt. 'Phoue

eon-fine- d

south-boun-

No. M.

& MONTEH

DUDROW

j

-

REPORT.

MARKET

cJTWE

AT

CLARK'S

METALS.
Prime mercansilver, 69; money

AND

MONEYS

New York, Feb.
tile paper, 5
on call, Bteady, 3
St. Louis, Feb.

MEET

25.

BILLIARD

AND

POOL

PARLORS

.

25.

Spelter steady,

Choice Line of

CS.

York, Feb. 25. Lead steady CIGARS AND TOBACCO
CC30; copper 2525.25.
.
AT THE
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
Atchison, 100
pfd., 98
New York Central,. 124
EAST SIDE
Pennsylvania, 128
Southern Pacific, 91.
Best place to spend the evening In
Union Pacific, 1C9
Santa Fe.
pfd., 901-4- .
PLAY POOL AT PLEASURE.
Copper, 110
pfd., 103
Steel, 43
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Wheat May,
Chicago, Feb. 25.
New

PLAZA

781-4-

;

Corn

uly, 78
May,

7S
47

July, Delegates to National Highway

40

Oats May,
Pork May,
Lard May,
Ribs May,

Con-- -

gress..

July, 37
Governor Hagerman has appointed
July, $16.75.
the
following as delegates from New
$9,72
July, $9,721-2- .
Mexico to the National Congress of
$9.12
9.15;
July, state highway commissioners
and
$9.25.
other officials Interested In highway
WOOL MARKET.
construction in connection with the
St. Louis, Feb. 25. Wool
steady. fourth annual convention of the AmerTerritory and western mediums 24 ican Road Makers' Association at
2S.
Pittsburg, March 12 and 13: FredFine mediums 1S22.
erick H. Pierce, of Las Vegas; David
Fine 14(817.
M. White, of Santa Fe; R. W. HadLIVE STOCK.
den, of Albuquerque; J. C. Carrera, of
Chicago, Feb. 25. Cuttle
receipts Las Cruces; D. L. Newklrk, of Artebeeves sia and John L. Zimmerman, of Las
29,000; steady to ten lower;
$t.100.S5; cows and heifers $1.60
The names of the five first
Vegas.
$2.50
5.25; Blockers and feeders
named delegates were recommended
4.75; Texans $3.(i5(g4.75; calves $C to the governor for appointment at the
7.50.
recent meeting here of the New MexMr.
Sheep receipts 25,000, steady; sheep ico Good Roads' Association.
5.65: lambs $4.60f7.6B.
$3.50
Zimmerman Is the secretary of the
Kansas City, Feb. 25 Cattle, 11,000, organization and the Governor also Insoutherns, cluded him In his list of delegates.
Including six hundred
steady to shade lower. Native steers,
Notaries Public Appointed.
Southern steers, $3.75
$4.2Gfi6.50;
The following have been appointed
5.00; Southern cows, $2.5()3.75; na- notaries public by Governor Hagertive cows and heifers, $2.504.90; man:
stackers and feders, $3.50(ff 5.00; bulls,
Bernard Cleve, of Elk, Chaves
$2.80(fi4.25; calves, $3.507.50; West- County; A. A. Sedillo, of Albuquerque,
ern fed steers, $4.005.80; Western Bernalillo County; Louis F. Nohl, of
fed cows, $2.754.50.
Espanola, Rio Arriba County.
Postmaster Appointed.
Sheep Receipts, 14,000; 10c lower,
Alice A, Blake has been appointed
Muttons, $1.505.75r lambs, $0.00
fed postmaster at Trementlna, San Miguel
7.30; range wethers, $3.00fi.40;
ewes, $4.50((?5.20.
County.
Omaha, Neb., Feb. 25. Cattle reCows
to
lower.
ceipts, 4,500; steady
and heifers,
$2.504.50; Western
sleers,s$3.254.50; Teas steers, $3.00
4.40; cows and heifers, $2.254.20;
stackers and
canners, $3.003.20;
Cor. Water St. icd Osspar A.
feeders, $3.00fi?5.00; calves, $3.00
t
$2.503.5O.
"
MEXICO
NEW
FE
SANTA
g
Sheep Receipts, 10,500; steady to
""
easier; yearlings, $5.756.75; WestELECTRIC LIGHTED.
ern, $3.2506.30; ewes, $4.50 5.30;
STEAM HEATED.
lambs, $fl.507.20.
42

$1(1.05;

T.&Ot-bull-

ALL MODERN C0NVENI-

PAYS PENALTY FOR
MURDER IN ELECTRIC CHAIR.
Osslnning, N. Y., Feb. 25. George

-

S

ENCES FOR SICK
S

PEOPLE.

Granger, aged 20 years, was executed
prisin the electric chair at
on today for the murder of a farmer
named Charles Lutz.

PRICES:

Sing-Sin-

$16 to $50

per Week.

Payment Invariably in Advance,

sighF-seein-

Undertakers and
Embalmers
All Kinds of

Picture Framing
Day 'Phone 35

UUDROW'S OFFICE BUILDING.
Foot of Pa'w

Residence No. t06, Grant Avenue.
Sunday. Telephone No. 12.

Avenue.

n.

Nights

Comply

(jom-pan-

REHIN6T0N

ize

south-boun-

TYPEWRITERS
HEW JHEX1CAR PBINTI

5

CO

jjUBUSHERS

la;lR-latlv- e

x

Santa

P, R. JR.

I

1

IT

DOESN'T

COST

ANYTHING

n

VISITORS ARE
TO COME IN AND LOOK AROUND.
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.

ALWAYS

The Biggest Curio Store is the West
DESCRIPTIONS AT
MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF A- -L
OF NAVAJO
STOCK
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES. ELEGANT
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
MEXICAN DRAWN WORK GOING AT COST.

FIVE

I

SOUVENIR

POSTAL

CARDS

FOR

FIVE CENTS

You Can't Miss the' Place

J. S. CANDELARI0,
THE CURIO MAN.
301-30-

8an Francisco

8treet.

Look far the Old

Mexican Cart.

fr

'

1

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and
Chronic Constipation.
m

firth

IHD
l?v?l!ve Fr?t Syrup
IRELAND'S

PHARMACY.

Cleanses the systtm

thoroughly and clears
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.

"

BINDERS

o o

Sole Alakers for New Mexico of the
Celebrated Fre y Patent
FLAT

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK

